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CHAPl':ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Purpose.-- The writer 1 s purpose is to construct a set of workbook 
exercises to develop skill in using context clues as an aid to reading 
comprehension. The following assumptions have been considered in planning 
,1 these exercises fQr pupils in grades nine to twelve who lack skill in 
this area: 
1. The teacher and the pupils need to become acquainted with 
different types of context clues. 
2. Pupils require practice in using context clues to derive meanings 
of unknown words. 
3. Pupils B.l~e able to read with better comprehension when they are 
equipped to derive the meanings of unknown words through the 
use of context clues. 
4. Pupils will be prepared to continue using context clues as an aid 
to mo:re meaningful reading. 
Justification.--Today, the main trend toward improved teaching of 
reading seems to stress the importance of context and overall meaning of 
the passage. We know that the f'ull import of a passage can sometimes be 
understood even though the precise meaning of each individual word is net 
known. Many times, the context affords a broad enough meaning of the 
1/ 
strange word to give sense to the passage. It has been McCullough • s -
, experience, however, that students depending solely on the context for 
meaning meet with unequal success in their attempts at guessing correctzy. 
yconstance M. McCullough, "Learning to Use Context Clues, 11 Elementary 
English Review (.April, 1943 ), 20:140-143. 
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concept 11 of what a context clue is and only a 1'hazy notion11 of the factors 
Her unstatistical impression is that some students have a 11very nebulous 
which make guessing profitable. .As many other writers have expressed much 
the same feeling, one is led to believe that if students could learn the 
connnon types of clues, practice identification and use of them, and 
recognize the situation which contains no clue, they would be more 
efficient in sensing meanings, would know when dictionary reference v1as 
1 necessary, and would read with more understanding. 
I 
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The writer has been able to find but little material on the senior 
1
1 
I 
high-school level, to introduce techniques of recognizing context clues and 1 ~ 
to give practice in .their use as an aid to comprehension. This set of 
1 
. exercises has been constructed because there appears to be need for a work-
'I 
book to develop and improve the pupils' · skill in the aforementioned areas. 
- !I 
Definitions.-- The Dictionary of Education definition of context 
clue appears to be a practical one :fbr the purposes of this workbook. 
11Clue, context - SUggestions as to the meaning of a word ga.iD.ed 
from the words immediately adjacent in a phrase, clause, or 
other context or found in the same general setting as a 
sentence or paragraph." 
Of the many types of context clues that may suggest the meaning of an 
unk:rj.own word, five have been selected and defined as the basis for the 
practices in this workbook: 
1. Clue of Definition and Explanation 
The unknown word is directly defined or explained in the same 
sentence or a subsequent one. 
Example: Birds like the bat, the eagle or the heron which 
are characterized by their long or large wings are 
called macropterous , 
yca:rter V. Good (Ekiitor ), Dictionary of Education, McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, New York, 1945, p. 95. 
I 
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Ms.cropterous is explained in the serrtence by the vmrds 
11 characterized by their ·long or large wings." 
2. Clue of Synonym 
The meaning of the unfamiliar word is explained by a lmmm 
synonym which appears in the same serrtence or a later one. 
Example: For breakfast the good wife served gems, those 
. unleavened muffins made of coarse grallaJn flour. 
The strange vmrd gems is explained by the lmown 
synonym 11unleavened muffins made of coarse 
graham flour. 11 
3. Clue of Contrast 
The meaning of the unknown element can be predicted because 
it is expressing an idea that is opposite in meaning to that 
expressed by a lmmm element. 
Example : .An aftermath of extravagance and a trail of banlc-
notes for services rendered accompanied his vdnning 
streaks; his periods of losing were characterized 
by extreme parsimony and dime tips. 
The unknown element parsimony expresses an idea 
opposite in meaning to "extravagance. 11 Thus, 
parsimony has the meaning of "stinginess." 
4. Clue of SUmmary ani Illustration 
The strange nord sumrna.rizes or is illustrated by the situation 
or ideas that precede or follow· it. 
Example: Huniments of the forthcoming parade were in sight: 
the expectarrt looks on the faces of children; the 
mobs held back by the tightened ropes; and the 
festooned bleachers for the honored guest and his 
party. 
Evidences, or munimerrts, of the parade -vrere ENery-
ivhere in sight. The summary word muniments is 
illustrated by examples of the signs that announce 
the forthcoming event. 
5. Clue of Experience 
From our mm experieme or knmvledge we are able to infer the 
meaning of the word or phrase which is the unlmmm elemerrt. 
Example: By plunging across the field and saltating over the 
fence, he lmew that he could find sai'ety in the 
woods beyond. 
-===--- --
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From our own experience and knowledge we are able 
to inf:er that the fence presents an obstacle to be 
crossed. Thus the definition of saltate can be 
arrived at_ as 11to leap. 11 
Procedure.-- The writerhas constructed a workbook of five sections, 
each one explaining a different clue and containing practice on its use. 
An introductory exercise to acquaint the pupils with the types of context 
clues and a general inventory pretest to determine the clues on which 
further individual practice is needed preced9this part of the workbook. 
A mixed-clues exercise, a progress test and an answer key complete the 
workbook. 
· A teacher 1 s guidebook, divided into two parts, has been constructed 
u to a::compa.ey the 1-rorkbook. An explanation of· procedures and additional 
information on the context clues are presented in a section entitled 
11Using the Workbook. 11 Methods of providing other directed activities for 
pract:We in using context clues have been outlined in the second part of 
the manual. · 
The workbook and the guidebook f'or the teacher are offered as con-
tributions toward helping the pupil to improve his reading comprehension l 
by skillful use of context clues. j1 
Scope of the Workbook.-- 'lhe exercises of this workbook are based on ;I 
materials drawn from articles appearing in current periodicals of the type 
that some pupils nm·T read or may be reading later as adults. 
The clues selected as the basis of the practice exercises correspond 'i y 2/ I 
closely in title and definition to those outlined by Artley, Christ,-
YSberl A. Artley, "Teaching Word M3aning Through Context, 11 Elementary 
English Review (April, 1943 ), 20:68-73. 
yHent."Y I. Christ, Wirming Words, D. C. Heath and Company, Boston, 1949, 
pp. 164-178. 
·-- -~ 
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Handlan, and ~Gullough. 
As the purpose of these exercises is to teach the use of the clues 
and not the viOrds, vocabulary of greater difficulty than that which 1.-tould 
ordinarily be presented for 1vork Nith pupils ill grades nine to twelve is 
used in the exercises. Some assurance is thus provided that the w·ords 
will be unfamiliar ones; that the pupils must rely on the clue to derive 
the meaning of the word as an aid to comprehending the sense of the passage. 
Selection of vocabulary was based on one or more of the following 
criteria: (1) w·ord.s occurring not more than once per l,ooo,ooo v-rords on the 
21 
Thorndike-Iorge list. The standards set in terms of this list specify that 
by the end of grade eleven pupils should know the meanings of all the 1--rords 
occurring more than twice per l,Ooo,ooo words; (2) connnon -vrords or expres-
sions used in an unusual sense; (3) words not included in Part I of t..h.e 
Thorndike-Iorge list and therefore not appearing even once per 1, 000,000 
words according to this count. 
Definitions and synonyms of the -vnrds used in the practices are from 
~·Jebster 1 s Nav International Dictionary of the English Language. 
§! 
1 Bertha Hand an, '!Vocabulary Development, 11 Elementary English Review 
December, 1946), 23:350-357. 
y'Constance }1. :r-bCullough, Op. cit., pp. 141-142. 
2./Const.omce :iYI. l'i:: Gullough, 11Recognition of Context Clues in Reading," 
Elementary English Revieu (January, 19L.5 ) , 22:1-5. 
!±/Constance 11. M::Cullough, 111iiord .Analysis in the High School Program, 11 
English Journal (January, 1952), 41:15-23 • 
.2JF.dward 1. Thorndike a1 d Irving large, The Teacher 1 s 1rJ"ord Book of 30,000 
~furds, Bureau of Publications, Teachers Colleg~ Columbia University, 
Nei·< York, 1944. 
§!Webster t s New Irrt ernational Dictionary of the English Lan~age, 
G & C Merriam Company_, Springfield, Massachusetts, 1948. 
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CHAPTER. II 
-REVIE\Jv OF RESEARCH 
Many educators have concluded that c:ttention to context and the use of 
context clues can help the pupil to improve his reading and comprehension. 
'
1 Experiments indicate, hm-revEr, that pupils generally do not use the context 
to good advantage. .An avrareness of this situation has led to a small 
number of attempts to clas sify types of context clues that might be helpful 
to the pupil. Serious consideration, in some instances, has been given to 
providing practices for increasing the pupil 1 s skill in using these context 
IJ 
clues. y 
Recognized Importance of the Context Clue.-- Kibbe made the 
interesting statement that an individual possesses a "potential vocabulary" II 
of unknown words 1-rhich become meaningful to him through context or by a I 
1 background of general information. 
I y 
Horsman has noted that after students realize the large amount of 
' 1 help they receive in getting the meaning through context--which she calls 
II 
It 
I 
the 11contextural 11 or 11meaning 11 clue--the-y are much better able to make sense i: 
of passages containing several unfamiliar words. 
1 YDelia Kibbe, Recent Trends in Reading (NovembEr, 1939), NumbEr 49, 11 
Supplementary Educational 1-bnographs, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 
pp. 69-75. 
:j I 
2/Gwen Horsman, Basic Instruction in Reading in Elementary and High Schools 
\October, 1948), Number 65, Supplementary Educational MJnograPhs, University 
of Chicago Press, Chicago, pp. 13 6-141. 
- .,.: __ -======-~ -=-
8 
]obCUllough !/ points out that the meanings of strange words are 
not ahlays revealed through surrounding words. However, even when 
there is a clue present, it is not always recognized. The modern era 
presents such a challenge in reading that the seemingly trivial matter 
of guessing from context can become one of the most VJaluable tools in 
adult reading. y 
Artley stresses the fact that children must know of the 
existence of context clues, and must utilize them automaticaJ.4r in 
their everyday reading if they are to come to a complete understanding 
and .t'uJ.l interpretation of what is being read. 
y 
The authors of Teaching Secondary English make an analogy be-
tween reading and viewing a landscape through field glasses. They 
note that when unfamiliar words obtrude themselves, the reader is 
distracted from the thought of what he is reading by the mechanical 
problem of recognition and interpretation. Context clues are suggested 
as a means of handling these blots on the landscape. 
w 
Center is convinced that there is .a place for intelligent guessing, 
!f 11Recognition of Context Clues in Reading, 11 ~· cit., p. 1. 
YQ£· cit., pp. 73-74. 
2/John J. DeBoer, lialter V. Kaulfer, and Helen Rand Miller, Teaching 
Secondary English, McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, 1951, p • . 169: 
Wstella Center, 'lhe Art of Book Reading, Charles Scribner's Sons, 
New York, 1952, pp. 21-22. 
9 
or, as she terms it, "inferring" the meaning of 1.J"ords from context. ~Jell-
aimed gues sing can be a useful accompl i shment for the great number of adult 
readers who dislike to interrupt their reading by having to refer to a 
dictionary and rarely do so even vrhen they are blocked in getting meaning 
from the printed page. 
From these surmnaries, it is concluded that many leaders in the area \! 
of the language arts share the belief that skill in determining the meaning . 
of unlmovm vmrds through context clues is an i mportant aid to better reading!! 
1 comprehension. 
~es of Context Clues.-- Realizing that pupils need guidance in their 
efforts to discover hmr the context can suggest the meaning of a11. unlmmm 
vmrd, several vrriters have listed types of context clues that they have 
I 
'I found occunfulg in reading material. They feel that 1-rith practice in the 
I 
use of these clues, the pupil1·rill be able to unlock the meanings of 
strange words and increase his understanding of -vrhat he is reading. y y 21 
In 1943, 1945, and 1952, respectively, MCCullough pr esented 
t ypes of context clues that she had found appearing in adult literature 
and in children, s books. The three lists, printed in the different years, 
show- some modi fication. 1he clues have been used as the basis of several 
I recent endeavors to teach pupils more independent vrord meaning attack. Her 
I 
1
l definitions, clarified by additions or abbreviation~ are given beloH. In 
order to make the illustrations more meaningful, the writer has suggested 
Y"Learning to Use Context Clues," op. cit., pp. Jl.J.l-142. 
y' 11Recognition of Context Clues," op. cit., pp. 2-3. 
2fwviorcl Analysis in the High School Program, 11 op. cit., p. 18. 
I' 
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·a little-used word rlhich might have been the one used. 
1. Cliche (1943) 
The author wishing to express his own individuality substitutes an 
unfamiliar word for the outworn member of the phras~. 
Example: As hungry as an • 
Ursine may have been the wmrd substituted for bear. 
2. Combination of Clues (1943) 
A combinati on of clues helps to make the meaning clear. 
:Example: He was convicted of a and sent to Sing Sing. 
Convicted ·of a may be a familiar expression 
clue, and speaking of Sing Sing may possibly provide 
an experience clue. 
Tort may have been the unfamiliar word used. 
3. Comparison and Contrast (1943, 1945, 1952) 
F.rom the sense of the sentence, it is clear that the unknown 
word is like or opposite in meaning to another known word in 
the passage. Sometimes ti:ue unlmown word is in the form of a 
simile. In some cases, certain connectives, parallel expressions 
or ver-bs may direct the guess. 
Ex:ample : He 'tias as much as an only child whose security 
has been challenged by the arrival of a new baby brother. 
The comparison denotes a threatened child. 
The word menaced, meaning threatened, may have been used. 
Example: Clean or filthy, hopeful or sad, or silent. 
----
The contrasting parallel expression would call for 
the :roo~ning of noi~. 
Clamorous may have een the 'tvord used. 
4. Definition (1945) 
In the passage below, the lack of rain, the absence of rivers, and 
the presence of dusty, sandy soil suggest the desert. ihey define 
the situation. 
Example: After they crossed the mountains, they flew over a 
'lhis part of the land was very dry, for a 
does not have much rain. There were no 
-.-or-creeks or rivers, and the soil was dry dust and sand. 
Desert may have been the actual word used. 
ll 
5. Experience (1943, 1945, 1952) 
In the experience clue, the unknown word is predictable from the 
student 1 s life experience. 
&ample: An exploding sky rocket set fire to a crowded cabaret 
early today and fourteen · persons i:Tere 
l\novrledge of fire and crouded spaces suggests the 
meaning of killed. 
Immolated may have been the v10rd used. 
6. Familiar Expression or Language Experience (1945, 1952) 
In a cormnonplace expression, a strange -vrord is substituted for 
one of the familiar ones. 
Example: The drowning man Has carried to the beach where he 
was given artificial 
Instead of completing the sentence by the anticipated 
word respiration, the unfamiliar expression inhalation 
may have been used. 
7. Reflection of mood or situation (1943, 1945, 1952) 
A previous -vmrd or sentence establishes the mood or condition 
which is reflected in a subsequent unfamiliar word. 
Example: His arm ached and his breath came harder vJ'ith each 
stroke as he kept on Stdmming touard the shore. 
Stoke by stroke, more and more slm-J"ly he forced 
his body through the vrater. 
The situation indicates a body racked by the torment 
of the struggle. 
The uord hectored may have been used. 
8. Summary (1943, 1945, 1952) 
The situation is summarized in a strange vrord or idea that 
precedes or follovrs it. 
Example: He laughed. He danced. He had never been so gay. 
He was simply . 
------
To sum up the situation, he uas bubb:tmg over with good 
spirits. 
The ivord effervescent may ha:ve been used. 
9. Synonym (1943, 1945, 1952) 
The structure of the sentence is such that we realize that a 
!mown -vmrd is t he synonym for the unknown Hard. In some cases, 
appositive structure indicates the clue. 
12 
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Example: The , a wizard of great reputation f'or 
villainy, gazed scornfully at his victim. 
Obviously, the unknown term intimates a super villain • 
• ~chfiend lTl8iY" have been the word used. y 
l-bre f'rom the point of' view of vocabulary development, Christ 
has def'ined five context clues that help in deriving the meanings cf 
unlmown words. His explanations are as follows: 
1. Elaboration 
Example: The early i·Toodsmen recklessly denuded the rich 
forests, stripping them of the finest trees. 
2. Contrast 
The additional words, stripping them of the finest 
trees, present an important clue to the meanj_ng of 
~ed by presenting additional information. 
Example: Priedats usual disposition was not morose but gay. 
Obviously the answer lies in the words but gay, for 
they tell us that morose must be the opposite . 
of ~· Often word meanings are suggested by contrast. 
3. Pairing words closely related 
Ex:ample: Nicknanes, pseudo~~ pen names--all reveal a 
fondness for changing one's identity and personalit,y. 
The coupling of pseudoeym with the more :familiar 
pen nam.e and nickname is a first-rate clue. The 
rest of the sentence clinches the definition: nan 
assumed name. 11 
4. Concealed definition 
Example: The last two biennial elections for governor vtere held 
in 1944 and 1946. 
Often the definition of a particular word is buried in 
the ·sentence in which it appears. Elections held in 
1944 and 1946 nmst be every two years, which is the 
meaning of biennial. 
!7op. cit., pp. 164-165. 
13 
5. The meaning of the sentence as a whole 
Example: Jesse James perpetrated many crimes. 
What word can be substituted for perpetrate? 
Obviously our experience tells us we need a nord like 
conunit. Actions can provide context, too. If Dad 
takes Billy's candy away, saying, 11 Pm depriving you 
of your candy, 11 Billy soon learns the meaning of' 
deprive. y 
Handlan has f'ound that pupils have been successful in comprehending 'j 
' the meanings of' unfamiliar words met in reading by attacking them through 
the context. She warns, however, that this method is not foolproof, and 
that it may 1-vell lead to superficial reading. Her clues have points of' 
sirnilarity to those outlined by McCullough, Artley, and Christ: 
l. Contrast 
Example: Plants conSUllle energy as well as dissipate it. 
2. Pairs and Parallels 
Example: We should be very careful not to eat tainted or 
decayed f'ood. 
3. Illustration and Explanation 
Example: Tom's wife 1-vas a tall termagant, loud of tongue, 
strong of arm; her voice v.ras of'ten heard in ·v.rordy 
warf'are v.rith her husband. 
4. Remote synonym 
Example: I ahrays tal<:e a siesta after lunch. 
You t 11 hardly have time f'or a nap, I f' ear. 
Recognizing the importance of S:'loning the child how to use the context 
2/ 
clue, .Artley - has grouped his types into the three big classifications of' 
(l) verbal, (2) experiential, and (3) subjective. His purpose f'or this 
yap. cit., p. 355. 
~Op. cit.,pp. 69-72. 
arbitrary and overlapping grouping was to organize the context for more 
systematic presentation to the child. A partial list of the clues, except 
for minor changes in wording and punctuation made by this writer, follows. 
His clues of typographical aids, gt,ructural aids, word elements and 
pictorial representation have been omitted as they are concerned with 
structural or graphic elements rather than with the derivation of meanings 
of wor ds t hrough their relationship to other words in the sentence. His 
objective clues have also been left out as they gt,ress the interpretation of ' 
meaning of a passage through the tone or mood expressed. These clues are 
not used to unlock the meanings of unfamiliar wor ds through an ~sis of 
the surrounding words. 
1. Substitute words 
A. Synonyms 
The fertilizer should supply plenty of vegetable matter, which, 
by decaying, furnishes humus or vegetable mold. 
B. Antoey:ms 
There is a great difference between the important and tm 
trivial in what he said. 
For skillful readers, these aids fu.rnish almost unconscious 
clues to meaning. 
2. Figures of speech 
A. Simile 
The old car lurched forward like an anxious cbg released by 
its master. 
The meaning of lurched is expressed in the simile like an 
anxious dog released. 
B. Metaphor 
You dare not evaO.e the responsibility, for the promise you gave 
is binding. -
Evade is atbtly explained in the metaphorical use of binding 
in relation to promise. If you are bound to a promise you dare 
not step aside or g~taway from (evade) the responsibility. 
Figures of speech may be referred to as particular types of 
inferential clues. 
15 
3. Inference 
SUnlight is an accepted germicide, for even the most hardy bacteria 
will die :in a short time under its direct rays. Not only will the 
sunlight kill germs, but it will prevent them from growing. 
'!he meaning of germicide is inferred through die, kill, prevent. 
Of all the contextual aids to meaning, those secured through 
inference are perhaps the most helpful, although perhaps the least 
used. By omitting the unfamiliar word temporarily, the pupil can 
see whether the mearling, 01" a close meaning, might not be contracted. 
4. Direct explanation 
Mai)\y objects which are buoyant will float to the SJ.rface of the 
water. As you already know, cork or pine float readily and even 
a steel ship will oot sink. 
In this case, the author is directly attempting to make clear the 
meaning of the unfamiliar word by explaining it and giving examples. 
5. Background of experience 
The lumberjack skids the logs on the bobs with the use of a 
cant-hook. 
In this example it is apparent that a background of experience is 
necessary on the part of the reader for a full and complete 
interpretation of meaning. 
The foregoing research indicates that rome educators have made an 
an.B.J..ysis of the factors in the context. that would help explain the meanings 
of unfamiliar words met in reading. 'Ihey have presented types of leads 
that would assist the pupil in making the right guess for the meaning of 
a word he did nat:. know--reSlllting in reading with better comprehension. 
Context clues of similar nature have been clifferently denoted on the lists 
of the various writers. As concerns the pupil that fact is not important, 
as skill in the use of a variety of clues is the main point to consider. 
Findings on Ability to Use Context Clues.-- fuw effectively are pupils 
able to use these types of context clues to determine the meanings of new 
words as an aid to reading comprehension? Some answers to this question are 
available as a result of studies in this area. 
16 
Although concentrated on the elementary level, a few studies to test 
the children 1 s ability to use context clues have important implications 
for all grade levels. An a.nal.ysis of an. experiment to test the ability of 
twenty-eight children in the third grade to use five 'tiord clues suggested 
to :ttCullough Y that chilfuoen, lacld.ng guidance in the use of context, are 
guessing blind and are successful only 40% of the time. She feels that it 
is understandable, then, that at the college level we find students guessing, 
at one time, at the meaning of a strange word when there is no clue in the 
context and, at another t:ime, failing to see clues that are almost in three-
dimension relief before their eyes. 
2/ 
Elivian - made one of the earlier attempts to determine whether 
children in the intermediate grades can gain meaning from the context. She 
used as cluE~s the Direct method of Definition, Synoeym md Reference. Her 
conclusions were that the ability to derive meaning is not well-developed 
and that the ability to use context to derive meaning improved with reading 
ability. 
2.1 
Butler, conducting her experiment in grades five and s:ix, attempted 
to find answers to these questions: 
Is word meaning written into texts by authors? 
Is it possible to classify the techniques? 
Can children be taught to recognize clues to word meanings? 
From a study of textbooks, she was able to classify eleven types of 
construction that were used to express word meaning in context. In turn, 
:f/ 11Recognition of Context Clues in Reading, 11 ~· cit., pp . 3-4. 
?} Jeanette Elivian, vJord Perception and Word 1-1eaning in Silent Reading in 
the Intennediate Grades, Unpublished Master •s Th_esis, Boston University;-
. 1938. 
2/Butler, Ifuldah A., Finding Word Meaning from Context in Grades Five and 
Six, Unpublished Master's Thesis·,-·-:BOSt.on Universi ty, · 1943~ 
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exercises using these clues w·ere constructed and administered to the I 
pupils. Her results indicated that while the use of context alone to 
determine the meaning of an unknmm word did not yield specific and delicate 
· shades of definition, exact enough meanings were gained to make the text 
more comprehensible. I t liTas suggested by the study that if children could 
1 be trained to use these techniques, they might overcome the habit of 
skipping unknown 1-vords and of ignoring the meaning of the sentence. Text-
books, in this event, might become more easily understood and might be of 
more interest. y 
Using much the same clues as Butler 1 s, a study by White yielded 
results similar to those of Elivian--namely, that the ability to derive 
w·ord meanings among the fifth graders she tested was not w·ell developed. 
It is her belief that the use of context to derive 1-vord. meaning is a 
vocabulary skill 1-vhich, like any other skill, must be taught to children 
since context is so important in determini ng the meaning of a given iiar:'d. 
Another small group of fifth and sixth grade children was tested by 
2/ 
Burgard,- who used key words defined in sentences by appositives, by 
sentence construction, by synonyms or by implication. Readers of the 
highest achievement -vrere able to deriw meanings of 26% of the unknmm 
\fords, while readers of the lowest achievement received no aid from context. ll 
2/ 
Using McCullough t s clues, R.oody, in an interesting summer school 
yL. H. White, The Ability of Fifth Grade Pupils to Get Word Meaning from 
Context, Unpublished Masterls Thesis, Boston University, 19SO. 
?)Joan F. Burgard, An Investigation of the .Abilities of Fifth and Sixth 
1 Gr'ade Pupils to DeriVe Word Meanings from Context in Silent Reading, 
Unpublished l~ster's Thesis, Boston University, 1950. 
2/Sarah I. R.oody, nClues in the Context, 11 Clearing House (April, 1953 ), 
27:478-480. 
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· experiment, gave an eleventh grade class practice work in recognizing 
context clues so that they could enjoy reading a piece of liGerature which 
' contained frequent strange words w-Tithout having to resort to laborious 
, dict ionary liork. She reports that each pupil became impressed >vi th at 
least t wo facts: (1) that a reader can often guess the meaning of a word 
1 from its context, and (2) t hat his guess is not aluays corr ect. The habit 
of looking for additional clues b ecame better developed and the pupils 
gained a fair amount of skill in using clues of definition and description. 
As the mental processes became more difficult, fewer students displayed 
ability in using the clues . Although the experiment lclas not a scientifi-
cally controlled one, the results showed the teacher that unfamiliar Herds 
are not a block to understanding literature; the meanings of many 1rrords 
can be deduced from clues in t he co~text, if pupils are alerted to look 
for them. 
In a study to test the ability of college freshmen to use content to 
1/ 
construct the meanings of unlmown w-rords, Gibbons - concluded that the 
I 
,, 
~ 
1! inability to use the clues appearing in the context w-ras due to the inability 
,, 
to see relationships bet1veen meanings . For her clues she used the II 
cla ssifications of (1) Definition or Explanation, (2) Contradictory ideas, J 
(3) Sentence structure, (4) Parallel meaning, (5) Limited, (6) Paraphrasing, 1l 
I 
and (7) Summary_. Her findings reveal that the average college freshman can I 
1 use the context successfully to construct the meanings of an unlmown word lj 
in his textbook about once out of each two opportunities~ 
Appraisal of the evidence indicates that the ability to use clues in 
YHelen Gi bbons, The Ability of College Freshmen to Use Content to Construct !, 
the Neanings of Unknown \'lords, Unpublished Doctorate Dissertation, State 
Colle ge of Education, Greeley, Colorado, 1940. . 
--·- ---::;...__~ ---==--
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the context to build. meaning into unlmo-vm words is poorly developed among 
pupils of all grades. .Apparently, pupils pay but little attention to the 
1 varieties of indicators that mark a clue. Some of the studies indicate, 
hovrever, that the ability to derive ~ford meaning from the context as an aid 11 
to comprehension can be improved with training. I 
Practice on the Context Clue.-- .All too often, reading enjoyment and 
effectiveness are hampered by the irritations of (1) frequent interruption 
to consult the dictionary for the definition of unlmown words, or (2) loss · 
Jl matElr'ials to develop skill in recognizing and using context clues. 
. u 
.j To develop skill in gaining meail:i.ng from context, McAuliffe . 
!I constructed exercises to give fourth grade pupils practice in the 
has 
il 
\I 
'I 
li ,, 
'I 
II 
1\ 
.I 
recognition and useof the following clues: Synonym, Definition, Associatio~ 
of ideas, and Experience. Realizing full well that these thirty exercises II 
will not be sufficient to develop mastery, ~ Auliffe hopes that vrith the 
lessons as a basis, the teacher and the children will work together to 
strengthen this skill by using it in the daily reading of school subjects 
and in independent reading. 
Another recent offering is a imrkbook for eighth graders 'Who need 
specific training in recognizing and using context clues as a means of y 
aiding their comprehension. Griffin constructed her exercises around 
y11. E. JI'IcAuliffe, Exercises to Develop Skill in Gaining Meaning from Corrte:ct1l 
in Grade Four, Unpublished Master ts Thesis, Boston University, 1950. I 
3/Mrrgaret M. Griffin, Workbook to fuprove C~m rehension throu h the Use of !1 
~=~ ~r-':"ntext c::•: :"'p~blish:d -l!a~"er's -~es=s, Best~ University, 19 3·~~ --i 
the clues of (1) Definition and ·.Apposition, (2) Synonyms and Wonyms, 
, (3) Comparison and eontrast, (4) Experier:ce, and (5) Summary. The work-
I 
book includes a general pretest, a pretest for each clue, practice exercise~ 
a progress test, and provision for the transfer of these abilities to 
outside reading through bonus questions, clue hunts and clue-quizzes. 
The exercises, in general, are of this type: 
Example: 
The activit,ies of the Chinese Reds are unnredi r.t.::thl "" - T.To ,...,.,... .,...,,_.,r~-
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the clues of' (1) Def'inition and ·Apposition, (2) Synonyms and Antonyms, 
, (3) Comparison and eontrast, (4) E:x:perier:c e, and (.5) Sununary. The -vrork- 1 
a pretest f'or each clue, practice exercisei 
I 
11 
.I 
I 
book includes a general pretest, 
a progress test, and provision f'or the transf'er of' these abilities to 
outside reading through bonus questions, clue hunts and clue-quizzes. 
The exercises, in general, are of' this type: 
Elcample: 
The activities of' the Chinese Reds are unpredictable. We can never 
guess what they are planning next. 
Which of' the follorr.i.ng would you say are unpredictable? 
Place a check in the blanks bef'ore your choices. 
1. 
2. 
_3. 
4. 
_.5. 
The score of tomorratv 1 s baseball game betv1een the 
Red Sox and the Yankees. 
The ueather next Sunday. 
The melting of' snovr when the sun shines. 
The ti. me of high tide . 
The success of' the chUrch f'air. 
Grii'fin does not assume that these exercises alone will provide all 
the material necessary for complete maste~J of context clues. She hopes, 
however, that they may be useful as a beginn:ll1g and as a pattern for 
further activities. 
1/ 
VJCCullough - presents lessons of this sort as being suc cessful in 
giving the pupils experience in using context clues. 
1. Each member of' the class brings i n one sentence from his personal 
reading. It is writ ten on a slip of paper with the hard ivord 
underlined. Thepupil has made sure that he lmows the dictionary 
definition of his Oifn word. A class exercise is conducted as 
fo1lovrs: 
f/ 11~t/ord Analysis in the High School Program, 11 op. cit .,pp. 16-18. 
I 
a. Each pupil rrwnbers his sentence. If there are 30 students, 
the sentences will be numbered 1-30. 
b. Each pupil nwnbers vertica~ from 1-30 on a sheet of paper. 
After the number of his own word a line is drawn. 
c. Pupils keep passing their slips of paper over their shoulders 
until every pupil in the room has had the chance to guess 
and vli'ite dam the meaning of every word. Each pupil will 
eventually get back his cwn paper. 
d. Pupils exchange papers. Corrections are made as each pupil 
gives th~ definition of~ l1Tord . 
e. A frequency distribution is tabulated, on the board, of the 
number of pupils who had each word correctly defined. The 
discovery is made that context clues may have been much 
clearer in rome cases than in others. 
f. A discussion follows on the kinds of context clues that were 
found in the various sentences. 
2. '!his experience is repeated occasionally, until a real alertness 
is developed. 
3. Two or three sentences are put on the blackboard to illustrate 
different types of clues. F.:ive minutes of discussion will 
revie1-1 and reinforce tb e previous teaching. 
4. Connnittees of students search for and present a group of sentences 
all representing the same kind of clue. 'lhe point is not to have 
types memorized but to .focus attention on the variety of ways the 
words are defined in context. Types other than those mentioned 
above may be found. y 
strang has outlined another activity that is usually enjoyable to 
the class, and is an effective way for the teacher to check a student's 
comprehension of a selection containing unfamiliar words with representative 
clues. Her procedure is to divide the class into small groups. Each 
menber brings in, for discussion in his group, a senteme having a word 
identifiable by the use ~ context clues. In a final report to the class, 
the chairman sunnnarizes the connnents made in his group • 
. . 
These procedures for context-clue analysis are suggested by 
1/ 
I<t:Cullough, Strang and Traxler:-
1. The student fills in spaces left blank with words vlhcs e meanings 
are suggested by a clue. l!J.nd out by this means the clues that 
he fails to grasp. Tnen plan a program of practice for him. 
2. The student studies 1..Jith you passages containing clues that would 
solve the meanings of 1-vords that baffle him. If he can solve the 
word through observation of the context, have him tell in his 
o1m words what ld.nd of clue it 1-vas that helped him. SUggest that 
he keep a list of passages representing this kind of clue. 
3. The student is given passages containing blanks for the new words 
that he is to encounter. He determines the meaning and builds 
the unfamiliar concept through context analysis. 
4. The student makes up passages of his ovm, revealing the meanings 
of a new word that he has learned and illustrating different 
kinds of clues • 
. 2/ 
Finally, Handlan - recommends that the materials for teaching use of 
1 context be drawn from something the students are using, so that the result 
of the teaching -viill be immediately obvious. 
~he small number of exercises and practical suggestions developed 
to promote skill in the use of context clues has :. been compiled in this 
·' section. They are available as a basis and as a pattern for providing 
materials on context clue techniques as an aid to reading comprehension. 
yeonstance H. M.:!Cullough, Ruth J:vl. strang, and Arthur E. Traxler, Problems 
,1 in the Improvement of Reading. :tvicGraw-Hill Book Company, Ne1·r York, 1946, 
p. 270. 
, yap. cit., p. 356. 
I! 
!I 
I 
II 
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SUMMARY 
There is general agreement that skillful use of context clues 
contributes to good reading comprehension, and most educators recommend 
,
1 
that pupils should be taught how to use context clues. Some writers have 
analyzed the context as a means of defining the factors that constitute a 
;I clue. The result has been a classification of the types of clues that the 
, pupils can use to derive the meanings of unfamiliar 'I'ITords met in reading. 
; The same type of clue appears under a different name on the lists of the 
various ~<rriters. That fact is unimportant, insofar as it_ does not inter-
fere with effective teaching of the skill in using the various types of 
context clues. 
Ex-periments and imrestigations indicate that a large per cent of the 
!I time, pupils guess w-rongly at the mean:LTlgs of unlmown -vrords. Ellen though 
II a clue may be present, the pupils are not always influenced by it in their 
guessing. 
,, 
An optimistic postscript, however, offers some encouragement--
:I that given proper guidance in their use, the pupil can employ context 
clues 1-vith beneficial results. Some worthvJhile contributions have been 
' presented regarding the pattern the practices should take. On the whole, 
1
, material to develop skill in the use of these necessary techniques is not 
1 
abundant; and actual exercises and workbooks are almost non-existent. 
24 
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USING THE WORKBOOK 
11 · 
ll 
Should an exposure to context clue techniques be in the o.ffing for 
I' 
members of your class? l'bst leaders in the field o.f the l anguage arts .feel 
,, that pupils would read 1vith better comprehension i.f they used the clues in 
1 
the context to help them make a thought.ful guess at the meanings of unkncivm , 
I 
'i words. They suggest providing training in the use of context clues so 
il 
1
1 
that (1) the pupil 1-vill less frequerrtly skip over the unfamiliar word and 
I better maintain the t;h,ught o.f what he is reading; (2) the pupil will be 
II able to recognize whether there is a context clue present to help him or 
,, 
II 
II whether dictionary reference is necessary. 
I 
'I 
\! 
II Hm-1 much meaning do various members of your class get from a selection 11 
in -vrhich t,he many baffling words are explained by the context clues? How 
ll many pupils are aware of the different types of context clues that can help 
II 
11 them to get the full meaning of the passage? How many of them know Hhen 
II 
I there is no clue present oo that if the defiilition of the word is necessary 
I -
,, 
for the meaning, it should be looked up in the dictiona_-ry? The exercises 
1 in the 1vorkbook have been aimed at making the pupil clue-conscious and at 
I 
1 providing some of the practice necessary to develop skill in using context 
I 
II clues as an aid to improving reading comprehension. 
I 
i 
I 
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'1 Clues i n the Wor kbook 
I! 
! The practices are based on these five types of context clues: 
I 
il 
:1 
tl 
I 
:I 
II 
1. Clue of Definition and ~lanation 
The unknown word is directly defined or explained in the same 
sentence or subsequent one. 
Example: Birds like the bat, the eagle or t .he heron vThich 
are characterized. by their long or large wings are 
called macropterous . 
:r-ts.cropterous is explained in the sentence by the 
words- "characterized by their long or large lvings. 11 
2. Clue of Synonym 
3. 
4. 
The meaning of the unfamiliar ivord is explained by a lmown 
synonym which appears in the same sentence or a later one . 
Example: For breakfast the good wife served gems, those 
unleavened muffins made, of coarse graham flour. 
The strange vmrd gems is explained by the known 
. synonym "unleavened 111Uf'fins made of coarse graham 
flour." 
Clue of Contrast 
The meaning of the unknown element can be predicted because 
it is expressing an idea that is opposite in meaning to that 
expressed by a known element . 
Example: 1m aftermath of extravagance and a trail of bank-
notes for services rendered accompanied his winning 
streaks; his periods of losing were characterized by 
extreme parsimony and dime tips. 
The unknown el ement parsimony expresses an idea 
opposite in meaning to "extravagance. 11 Thus, 
parsimony has the meaning of "ktinginess. 11 
Clue of Summary and Illustration 
The strange word summarizes or is illustrated by the situation 
or ideas that precede or follow it. 
Example: Mmiments of the forthcoming parade were in sight: 
the expectant looks on the faces of the children; 
the mobs held back by the t ightened ropes; and the 
f estooned bl eachers for the honored guest and his 
party. 
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Evidences, or muniments, of the parade were every-
where in sight. llie summary 1vord nru.n:irnents is 
illustrated by examples of the signs that announce 
the forthcoming event. 
5. Clue of Experience 
From our own experience or knmdedge we are able to infer the 
meaning of the word or phrase which is the unknmm element. 
Example: By plunging across the field and saltating over the 
Set-up of Workbook 
fence, he knew that he could find safety in the 
uoods beyond. 
From our own experience and knowledge we are able 
to infer that the fence presents an obstacle to be 
crossed. 'llius the definition of saltate can be 
arrived at as "to leap." 
The very good readers in the class may already be using a variety of 
·; context clues to work out the meanings of new 1-rords met in reading and 
•' ~· need only to extend their awareness of how context clues ·C3Il work even 
.: more effectively for them. M:ll1y of the pupils, however, will require 
11 I!lllCh practice in recognizing and using context clues before they can tell 
'\ whether it is safe to guess at the meaning of a strange word or whether 
I 
i' dictionary reference is needed. 
I 
Since the members of the class may vary in their ability to use 
context clue techniques, the general pre-test 1-rill indicate the clues on 
1: 
,I 
I 
'I I, 
which more individual practice is needed. The exercises are arranged so 
:I that those pupils who require training on one or more of the clues can work ~ 
1 
independently. The teacher, meantime, is free to assist pupils 1-vho need 
I 
attention in other phases of English. A mastery test followsi:he section 
I 
! on the exercises, to show l-1hat progress has been made. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER PRACTICE 
Short but frequent practice drills like those outlined in this section 1 
,. are suggested for increasing the pupil 1 s a"rarenes s of how context clues help I 
.I 
to give a passage more meaning 1d thout his having to look up in the diction- 1 
1 
ary the definition of the unknown words. 
II Very likely, the. pupils have already found out that the five clues 
1 
I dealt with in the workbook are merely a springboard. By now they have 
I 
,! discovered that there are other clues, besides those they have been studying, 
,, . II 
:1 that can be a help in puzzling out the meanings of baffling words. That 
:1 discernment calls for a verbal pat on the back. However, no effort is made 
1 to classify each new variety of clue. The important point being stressed is 11 
:1 the use of all available clues to make a correct guess for the meanings of 
1 1 unknown words as an aid to improving a pupil Is understanding of the passage. 
:1 I 
!, I 
[I 
'I 
I 
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Practice list II 
i 
I 
Directions: I 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
I 
cut the list of practice sentences into slips so that each pupil 
in the class can be given a passage containing a strange word whose 
meaning can be figured out by the context clue tbat is present in 
the selection. On the other side of the paper, the word has been 
defined. Each pupil should aloo have a blank sheet of paper 
numbered vertically from 1 to 30 (or to whatever numba-of pupil s 
there are in the class), on which he draws a line after the number 
of his own word. 
'.I 
Request that the pupils keep passing their slips of paper over I 
their shoulders until every pupil in the room has had the chance \1 
to guess and write down the meaning of every word. Each pupil 'trill 11 
eventually get back his avrn slip. I 
I 
Let pupils exchange papers and correct them as each pupil gives the \1 
II 
II 
definition of his word. 
Tabulate on the board a frequency distribution of the number of 
pupils who had eaCh word correctly defined. 
'I 
'I 
•' 
Discuss with the pupils the kinds of context clues:that w·ere found 
in the various passages. Repeat this procedure from time to time 
-vrith passages that each member of the class has brought in from his 
personal reading. The pupil should underline the hard word in his 
selection and should write on the back of the slip the dictionary 
definition of the 1.vord. 
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Practice List 1 
1. Concord, the state capital, is tbe 
eros sroad of Ne1v Hampshire • s 
paunch, lying spang in the }furri-
mack Valley, about as central to 
things as a capital can be.y' 
2. \vith a roll of drums, the crash C?f 
a gong, and a harp glissando, 
Liberace bounced onto the ·stage, 
wearing a snow-w·hite dress suit 
(later he changedinto a gold 
lame jacket ).y 
3. Of .the 20,000 hats sold yearly, 
15,000 are snapbrims. After snap-
brims comes almost avery type of 
covering known to western man, 
including terais, the wide-brinnned 
hats used by African white. 2/ 
5. And we have stefansson t s further 
word, which bears out that of many 1 
earlier observers, that he never \ 
sau Eskimos who were corpulent as I 
lOng as they lived on the ages-old ! 
diet. They were solid, well-built 
human-beings--until they encou~­
tered our civilization. Then they I 
began to grow fat - or skinny, and 
to develop all sorts of ills. 2/ 
1 4. Chiracahua bears, too, are retiring 
and seldom seen. . But wherever. you 
.go along the sky trail, you "Will 
6. Far from being 11 cow courrtrie, 11 as jl 
the famous song "San F~rnando ,1 
Valley11 by Gordon Jenk~ns, had it, 'I 
The Valley, as it is usual:cy- calJed 
by Angleno s, is actually a highly II 
industrialized, densely populated, II 
and fantastically flourishing lj 
metropolis 1vhose bovine population 
has lately been declining almost i 
as rapidly as its human population ! 
has been increasing.§( I 
!I 
" find evidence that they are active . 7. 
members of the 1dlderness conmrunity. 
For two years I never caught sight 
of a bear, but this summer I 1-ms 
surprised to find a new kind of 
1lbear sign. 11 Along the crest near-
by every trail marker had been torn 
down, broken in two, and thoroughly 
che1-1ed on the edges. Then, on my 
last fall trip, I caught one of 
these ursine vandals in the cct.~ 
I 
A shamal was blowing, one of those I 
sudden W2ld northerlies dreaded on , 
desert and sea. 7/ · 
I 
II 
II 
I 
;Qixmald \'Jajne, "Yankee Playlnnd, 11 Holiday (September, 1951), p. 36. 1! 
11 2/"Music, 11 Time (June 7, 1954), P• 51. ,j 
, - --
1\ 2/Henry I.a.Cossitt, 11 They Put Hats on tre;Choosiest People, 11 Saturday Evening II 
Post (March 20, 19.54), p. 39. li 
I 4/Welden F. Heald, 11Sky Trails of the Chiricahuas, 11 Arizona Highways 
!I (April, 1954), p. 11. ,I I, 
?JEarl Parker Hanson, "Eat All You Want Diet, 11 Holiday (September, 19.51) p.6S. 
§/Noel F. E:Usch, 11The San Fernando Valley," Holiday (December, 1951), p. 109.~ 1 
,I 
?/Captain Ernest M. ·Eller, USN, 11 Troubled Waters East of the SUez, 11 
11 National Geograp~~~- (April, 1954 ), p. 498 • 
.I 
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8. The Greeks even knffi.:r in Part the 
need. for caprification, a process 
whereby some of .the fruit-bearing 
trees nru.s't be pollinated. 'Aristotle, 
in the 4th century, B.c., .recorded 
that insects had to visit the 
young fruit or they would drop.y' 
9. "GaY Caballerol"Betty snorted. "I 
shoul"a: say he isn•ti ·\rJhy, ·I was as 
safe -vrith him in that taxi as I'd 
have been -viith my ov-m grandfather l 
He didn't even kiss my hand 1-rhen he 
said goodnight. I should think a 
Venezuelan 1-rould at least do that/gj 
ll 
I 
I 
11. Playtime begins shar'tl:y after . 
sunset, when the bars; night-
clubs and ballrooms fill up with 'j 
scores of vTell-heeled guests, the 
women looking :fashionable in the 'I 
latest creations of Paris 1 
couturiers.!±/ 
a.o. Spring before last we report~d on 
t he dendrological co~tribution of 
11r's . Leon· Dolva, a Fifty-seventh 
street antique dealer, to her 
immediate neighborhood--twenty-six 
Chinese ginkoe.s between Fifth and 
Park Avenues--and this, it appears, 
inspired Mr. ~iilliam N. J;zyme, an 
apartment dHeller of 21 East Nine-
tieth street, to write 11Dear 
Neighbor 11 letters to a hundred and 
tvrenty individuals or families in 
his immediate neighborhood, on 
Ni!ietieth bet-vreen FiJtieth and 
Na.dison, sounding them out as to 
their ·Hillingness to join him in 
buying trees for their block, then 
bare and barren. Y 
12. It was a 1-rar that gave us more 
nzyths than our Civil 1.-lar, <-vhich 
ivas to sl1.roud us: uith myths; and I! 
national idols so hallm-red· that 1 
to point t.o. a trace of clay II 
around their feet is · to. invite !, th~ vrrath of jingoes vrho seem- I 
ingly believe that our Revolution ,' 
-vms a bo..ly -vrar and that our side 
1
1 
was led by sairrts.2f . I 
:1 
II 
II 
13. ''You knoH, some of t hese aren •t 1 
bad at all. That frog swallowing! 
a snake, 11 Tip nodded, 11a bit on 11 
the macabre side for cartoons, o.t; 
course. vie like St-veetness and II 
light. n§/ 1 
I 
i\ 
and John Bull in Germany, 11 National 1/F.rederick S:i.mpich, 11 \vith Uncle Sam 
·' ITeographic (January, 1949), p. 129. 
?J James Reid Parker, 11Small World, 11 \ioman 1 s Day (April, 1954), p. 88. 
2JnTalk of the Tmm, 11 New Yorker (Hay 1, 1954 ), p. 24 • 
. WTom and Jean Hollyman, 11The French Riviera, 11 Holiday (July, 1948 ), p. 108 • 
. :2/ James Street, "The American Revolution, 11 Holiday (July, 1954), p. 100. 
§/stuart Palmer, 11A Valentine for the Victim, n American (February, 1954), 
'p . 128. 
i 
3.3 
~ 
. I J 
1 14. Another one who liked it was Dr. 17. Like cold-molasses glub-glubbing \1 
from: a." b!arrel in ·a Net-v England ,
1
.
1 
rum factory, so began our 
Revolution under the pressure, 
G. A. Van Lear , ·a physipist: at· 
• the Ho1'1Tard> Hughes · ai.rcraft plant 
near los Angeles . He also dis-
covered and made up a handsome 
illustrated brochure to take back 
to his fellow--wGrkers. 
the agitating, the na.gging and I 
11 look, all you underprivileged 
engineers, physicists and adminis- 18. 
trators, 11 says the title page, · 
the scheming of scattered groups"l 
minorities to be sure, but pm-rer-
ful and vocal nevertheless.~ \l 
The uniform consists of white- , '! 
striped ·blue · pants and a~ blue · · 1• 
coat with white vest and military lj 
tails hanging ·to the lmees in ' 
back. It· is topped 'td.th a black 
shako, or helmet, with foot-long 1 
plumes.?./ 
11 look l-That I found in Idyl:twild.1 11 
And the brochure closes with 11this 
thing is too good for school 
people onlyJ The rest of us 1vant 
and need v-rhat it offers.":V 
I 1.5. Almost everyone on the Riviera 
likes to· look at cars; . several· 
· municipalities sponsor shmv-s 
where the shows are judged solely 
on aesthetic grounds. Driving 
ability is highly regarded, too, 
and there are periodic auto 
gyrkhanas -v1hich test drivers' 
skill.?} 
" 16. The story-board -w:as ask~r agaip--
something that rasped on her 
nerves--· and she set it straight..l 
19. The sun1s ultraviolet rays pene-
trate only a · t"tventy.,..fifth of an 
inch into the human skin, but in 
:• the p_rocess .they irradiate an 
20 . 
II\ element in the skin called 
ergoster·ol. vThich is the ·sub- I 
stance that stores up reserves of " 
vitamin D received from the sun. §Ji' 
The sun has long been called 
nature's greatest health giver· li 
and healer and has played a chief 11 
role at health resorts ever since II 
Auguste Rollier, the SWiss father , 
of heliotherapy, opened his first i\ 
H:igh Alps Sani tori urn in 1903. 7/ 
,I 
I 
', yRay Duncan, 11 Galifornia•s Musical M::>rmtain, 11 Holid~y (July, 1954), p . 82 . I 
'I 
,: y'Tom and Jean Hollyman, 11 The French Riviera, II Holiday (July' 1948 ), p . no. II 
1! 2Jstuart Palmer, 11A Valentine for the Victim, 11 .Americ13:~ (February, 19.54), II 
:1 p. 132. 1 
I 
I 
, !:!/James Street, 11The American Revolution, 11 Holidal_ (July, 19.54) , p . 100. 
2/Boston Traveler (May 6, 19.54 ), . p . 17. 
1 6/Herbert E. French, 11Hovl to Handle the Sun, 11 Holiday ( Juzy, 19.54), p. 6.5. 
I -
7/Herbert E. French_, 11Hm-r to Handle the Sun, 11 Holiday (July, 1954), p. 67. 
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21. His big;· work-vrorn hand fumbled 
1-Jith his pipe~ taml=i;ng in tob~cco 
with a wet thumb.l . · · · · · · 
22. NOt maids-of-all-work, 'but marvels 
of efficiency vd.~hin their l~ts, 
infra-red rotisseries also' offer 
visual entertainment.- Enlightened 
owners brii'I.g them into the living-
room, so guests can watch roasts 
brown, birds burn golden (i·Tithout 
so much as one savoury "1-Thiff of 
cooking smell) . A clocking device 
turns the hostess off until it 1 s 
time for last-minute touches.g( 
The gentle burp of the boat 1 s 
engine is the only sound. It 
The colony is entirely dependent 
on rtin;: and to -prevent this from 11 
rushing do-vm the precipitous 1 
slopes into the sea, huge collect-! 
ing areas have been hacked out of 11 
the limestone sides of the rock 
"1-Tith trenches at the bottom from 'j 
which the raim.;ater runs off into 
underground reservoirs. 'lhese 11 
flat white stretches of bare rock,1! 
including the one high up that 
looks like a crazily tilted land- II 
ing field are called vTater catch- 1 
ments.5/ I 
- -- II 
,, 
. ris.es in a crescendo, as the 
propeller; reversed, digs a noisy 
hole at the boa~s ste1~, then die s 
with one last uneasy burp.2f 
26. Brean•s book comes with a money-
back guarantee: if you dpn 1t · 
like his advice, return ·t -he book 
and get a ·refund rin full . To I 
date less than. 1 percent of the !1 
conies sold have been returned-- ',I 
vrhich indicates tllat Brean has I' 
!j 24. 
I 
:j 
'o 
I ~ 
I 
Beneath the original 11greate rpom" 
is a good, deep oubliette, , o:i:' 
dungeon, that canbe errtEir-ed only 
from the top.!!f 
·o·ffered some pretty persuasive i 
counsel or that his readers 
boggle at the prospect of wrapping1 
the book and trotting off to the I 
postoffice.§_/ I 
27 . In the next tank, a :;Lean shark 
: sucker, · or remere:, glided about~ II 
probing endlessly for some big 
fish to get a grip on. · "Born 'j 
hitchhiker," was Louis •s 
comment. 7J · ~~ 
Bum, "Gus Defies the Elemeats," Popular Science (April, 1954) II II .. ::;-1/ ..... Msr~-.-t_-=-; n 
I p. 260 . 
I 
'1 f}Tatiana I~ Kenna, 111954 Cooking in the Iii..ving Room," yogue (January, 1954) 
,t P• 129. 
I 
,· 2fivilliam L. Worden, HThe Cruiser Craze, 11 Holi~ (Jllly, 1954 ), p . 61. 
' 
' 4/vJilliam A. Kinney, "Roving M:lryland' s Cavalier Country , 11 National 
li GeSJ_gEaphic (April, 1954), p . hh3. 
I 
,2/Joh.l'l Vernon Thberner, 11 Gibralter , 11 !'loliday (February, 1954), p. 30 
§/Roland Gelatt, 11 Trade 1nJinds , 11 Saturday Revi~.r, (11arch 27, 1954), p . 4. 
· 7/BeverJ:y M. Borle, 11Bermuda, Cradled in Warm Seas, 11 National Geographic 
(Feb~ary, 19~4 ), p. 221. =-· _ _ _ _ . _ __,-_ _ = 
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28. On Sundays or holiday~ tpey . t~e 
.· loP...g w;alks with their f _amilies or. 
line Route Nati onale to . watch the 
flashing pageantry of the Nice-to-
}brrte Carlo bicycle races; or they 
bicycle themselves; rometimes on 
tandems with a compartmEnt behind 
for the baby, or a dog, to picnic 
grounds in the hills or beside the 
sea.y 
29. The leader said, "I'm sorry about 
your hoss, mister. Before you 
ride ·South a·gain, .pick . one out' of 
~. remuda. gj · 
30. Unlik~ Sl)laller cruis~r:~ . and . 
destroyer:~': which ·PI"e. organized 
bedlam in combat, abp~d a 
battleship the controlling impres-
sion isone of utter stillness, 
except for the occasional roar of 
the big guns and the louder, 
faster "slap, slap 11 of the 
5-inchers.J/ 
yYincent ROberts, "Mediterranean Merry-Go-Round," Holiday (July, 1954 ), p.31. 
g/Richard Wormser, 11 Gunslick, 11 Saturday Evening Fbst (June 19, 1954) 
p. 118. 
3/ Adm:iral Arthur ~-~. Radford, "Our Navy in the Far East, 11 National Geographic 
Toctober, 1953), p. 549. 
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Practice Activities 
Put two or three sentences ori the blackboard to illustrate different 
types of clues. Five minutes of discussion follow · to review and 
reinforce the previous exposure to the clues. 
Have committees of pupils search for and present a group of sentences 
all representing the same kind of clue--for instance, the Clue of 
Synonym one time; the Clue of Contrast another time, etc. Types other 
than those mentioned in the ~vorkbook may be brought in. -No attempt 
is made to ha:ve the pupils memorize the types, but attention is focused 
on the variety of ways the l-mrds are defined in context. 
Have the pupils make up passages of their own, revealing the meanings 
of nmv words they have learned by using different kinds of clues to 
illustrate them. 
Find in magazines and the pupils • textbooks passages containing clues 
that would solve the meanings of the unfamiliar words . .Ask the pupils 
to write down or tell in their own words ~vhat kind of clue it was that 
i 
!I 
helped them. Suggest that the,v keep a list of passages representing 
this kind of clue. 
Give the pupils passages containing blanks for the new words they are I 
Have them determine the meaning and build the unfamiliar 11 to encounter. 
concept through context analysis. 
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INTRODUCTION TO WORKBOOK 
Reading for information and r~creation is the pattern for a great 
deal of in-school and out-of-school activity. \\'hen you consider the fact 
that there are alloost 600,000 words in the dictionary that can be used by 
authors of' books, magazines and newspaper articles, it is not surprising 
that in reading almost anything, you may encounter many words that you 
don 1t know. 
\oJb.at happens, though, when a word like xenophobic crops up in a 
sentence? It •s easy to ignore it and to keep on going. This habit ~ 
skipping over strange words, however, keeps you from' getting the complete 
sense of the selection and from obtaining the infom.ation you are after. 
Perhaps rre are addressing the wrong person about this matter of 
word skipping, because you always use the dictionary to look up the 'ti'ords 
you don't know. That 1s really not too much fun, is it?--e:$pecially if 
you are reading an exciting story that is full of action. Possibly you may 
meet these new words when you are ten miles away from the nearest diction-
ary. 1'11hat oo you do then? Guess, maybe? 
If you are the type that guesses at the meanings of the strange words 
met in reading, how- often are you right? Elcperimerrts show that college 
students guess correctly at the meanings of unfamiliar words once out of 
two tries, or fifty-fifty; but that 1s because they don•t pay attention to 
the clues in the sentence that could make their guessing pay ofi' with 
better results. 
In this sentence, for example, l'That would your guess be? Suppose 
4l 
that a blank -were substituted for the word you don •t know. 't'Jhat meaning 
for the blank would make the best sense? 
nan the sprawling lawns of the University of Miami's campus, a 
circular building squats like a gigantic IID.lshroom cap, kicked 
off its stem by a clwnsy giant. It looks as though it had 
across the green and wedged itself between two 
c-urv--e""'d:--w-:in-g-s-:that jut from it on each side."!/ 
An expression having to do 1-d.th moving is obviously needed--probabJ:y 
a speedy motion if the thing oouldn 1t stop itself, but ended up squeezed 
bet~Veen two other objects. A gigantic mushroom cap, if it had been 
kicked, would ha:ve g:>ne bobbing or skimming across the campus. The word 
in the original sentence is skittered, which means skip along a surface, 
skim along or scamper m.ray lvith bobbing motions. 
That tiine there was a clue to steer you into the right guess. The 
crime, then, •men you meet an unfamiliar word in reading, is not in 
malting a guess if there are clues that point to the meaning; the offense 
is in guessing wrong because you have disregarded the leads or clues to 
the meaning of the strange word. If there is a clue in the context--
the vrords surrounding the unfamiliar ward--to help in uorking out the 
meaning, it may be safe to take a guess and come out right. If there are 
no context clues, then the diationary is your best bet. 
As you may have guessed, context clues are the words or phrases in 
the context that suggest the meaning of the strange wqrd. They may be 
found next to the , unknovm expression, or sometimes even in a nearby 
sentence or paragraph. There are many different types of context clues 
' that give you a broad enough meaning of an unknorm word so that you can 
get the sense of the passage you are reading, even without knowing the 
Y"Ring .Around the Stage, 11 P,opular Mechanics (DecEmber, 1953 ), p. 106. 
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exact definition of each word in it. 
The exercises which follow will give you practice in using these 
five context clues: 
1. Clue of Definition and E:xplanation 
2. Clue of Synonym 
3. Clue of Contrast 
4. Clue of Summary and Illustration 
5. Clue of Experience 
The General Pretest vdll show whether you are already using some of 
these clues in your reading. The exercises 1dll i'urnish practice on the 
clues you missed. The Progress Test at the end ar the workbook will 
shm<T hov1 well you have mastered the important technique of guessing a:t 
the meaning of 'tvords when context clues are present. You can ccrrect 
the tests and exercises 'With the Anm;er Key at the end of the workbook. 
Jn reading on your cn-m, you may find other clues-- somet:imes even a 
combination of clues--from which you may get help. Next time rrhen a 
short word like terse or a long one like ;?.,esquipedalian blocks you in 
getting the sense of a sentence or a paragraph, be clue-conscious. There 
may be a context clue in the passage to help make the meaning clear. 
See how much mare enjoyable and infer mative your reading is when you 
can figure out the sense of the enigmatic, or puzzling, words you meet. 
INTRODUCTORY EXERCISE 
The context can be a more useful guide than you probab:cy realize. 
To prove the point, let •s see what you can do with this list of words. 
Write down beside the word what you gu.ess its definition to be • 
·- :b. . louvers 
2. avia.ey 
3. phreatophytes 
h. sonmolent 
5. cacaphony 
6. demesne 
7. rambunctiousness 
8. zithers 
Keep your list of guesses and turn to the next page where you will 
find these words used in smtences. Read the sentence care£~ and 
write down what you think that the word means .from the way it is used 
in the sentence. 
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2. 
3. 
4. 
6. 
''Pro ba.bly, 11 said a handsome woman, bl->u.SJ.ing ±'rom her shoulder a pinch 
of rust t hat had sif1:.ed down tl::n:'ougb. t he ventilat;i (ln louvers in the 
ceiling of the car .y 
At. the base is the Sonar an desert; on top, the thick forest of pine in 
which there lives a variety of animals and birds, making it a zoo and 
an aviary. ?J 
Ground water is wasted in large parts of the West by phreatoph:ytes, 
plants t,hat often send thirsty roots fa1" down jnto the subsoil., &st 
of them are of low value--mesquite, salt C!edar, cottonwood, willow; 
a usef'u.l one is alfalfa., The water they draw .from the g:'C'ound is 
e~rsntu.ally dissipated irri:io the air .'J/ 
Ischia t s experienee as an outpost of HoJ.J.yw-ood lasted four frenzied 
mo:rrths. .Aft,er that~ the island lapsed into its somnolent old ways; 
sea and soil and the things that. come from them!l again. became 
pr:I.:mary coneerns of life.gj 
And for s;Jme ~ the furiou.s cacaphoey of round a.'rl.d eolo:r: and multitudes 
around. Times Square holds a barba1"ic magic that amounts to poetry.V 
Touring the Whit,e M:mnt,a:i:ns is l...~gely a to1.1r of the Wh .. ite Mountain 
Natio:r.:.al Forest, a 700, OOO=acre scenic and recreational deme~ne that 
spreads over the greater part of the mau.ntains, spilling brieny 
into Maine.§! 
YPeter de Vries, "Slice of Life, 11 New Yorker (Ma:rch 27, 1954 )3 p. 26. 
2/Wa~den F. Heald, 11Sky Trails of the Cbiricahuas, 11 Arizona Highways 
'('Apnl, l954 ), p. n. . 
3/walter B .. Nichols and F. Barrows Colton, "Wa:t~ for the World's 
Growing Needs, 11 National Geographic (Au€SI~st, 1952 ), p., 270. 
4/Dorothea and Stuart E. Jones, "Ischia., I .sland of the Unexpected, 11 
!tational Geographic (April, 19$4 ), P• 531., 
2/FitrJard Stanley, "Broadway, 11 Holiday (September, 1954), p. 47. 
§/n.mald Wayne 3 11Yankee Playland," Holiday (September,~~ 1954), P• 40. 
4S 
7. Sheree North is a dancer with the rambunctiousness of' a kitten on a 
hot platter ."!J 
8. Who digs up the thousand and one oddities, .from zithers to sdl:xras, 
which you see on TV shows? Not the big shot-s and stars, who gat 
all the credit, bu:t the unknown property men working like crazy 
behind the scenes;. If it weren't :for their tireless e:f'fort·s and 
ingenuity, your screen would lose much of its fun and magie.·'lj 
.In comparing your two lists of definitions, you probably found that you 
did much better when you had the context to help you.. Check with the 
.Answer Key to see how well you guessed. Note the different types of 
context clues and how each one operates. 
!JEveljU HarVey, 11Ma,teh for Mlri:cyn," Collier's . (.6pri116, 1954 ), P• 30. 
y Jerome Beatty, 11Televisionts Hidden Heroes, II .American (March, 1954 ), p.26. 
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PRETEST 
(Time Limit :15 Minutes) 
Directions: After reading each of the following passages, guess the 
meaning of the urrlerlined ward from the wa:y it is used in the passage. 
Write down your definition in the right hand colunm. As much as 
· possible, avoid using the wording of the passage in your answer. 
1. For more than 30 years, this 1. 
balding hair-man, with his 
scientific knowledge and special-
ly devised microscopes, has un-
raveled hirsute nwsteries :for 
beauty experts, cops, doctors, 
furriers, courts, mercharrts, 
archaeologists, govermnents and 
:f:cy"-fishermen. He has identified 
hit-run cars by fragments of hair 
clinging to a fender. He can 
tell whether a mink coat is real 
. mink, why mothers get gra:y, and 
how permanent are waves.!f 
2. For half an hour there was silence 2. 
broken only by the faint sol.Uld of 
the dogs 1 bells and an occasional 
shrill expletive from the hunters 
lvhen one o:f them trod on a thorn. gj 
3. 11You•re the only one of my boys 3. 
tl1at .can fit in a phone booth, 
or that I'd dar~ trust 1v.i.th nw 
gun, 11 his _father had pronounced, 
and promptly departed for Florida, 
where he still languiS:led in sun-
kissed indolence. His son did not 
consider this retirement rermenent, 
by any means. 'JI 
4. The men ~oralked about ·to eat their 4. 
pon-idge. This, Marcus told me, 
was d:rTigeur; only cads ate their 
porridge sitting dovm. W 
Y11Americats Irrl:.ensting People," American (August, 1954), p. 55. 
2/Gerald M. D:lrrell, 11The King and His Beasts, 11 Harper's Magazine 
(August, 1954), p. 33 • . 
2/ John Bender, 11Some Guys ~Vhistle, 11 Are ric an (August, 195 4), p. 118. 
!!f 11The New Books, 11 Harper 1 s Magazine (August, 1954), p. 100. 
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5. The most costly box for ointment 5. 
ever made j:s still an unguent 
jar cut in the 17th century by 
a family of jewelers known as 
the Miseroni, from the largest 
emerald in the world.y' 
6. Atoms of ordinary things like 6. 
iron or phosphorus can be made 
radioactive, like radium, by 
bombarding them with neutrons 
in atomic piles. Scientists 
call them radioisotopes. 
If properly handled, these 
isotopes can vrork scientific 
woriders inside the human body. gj 
7. With a contenq;~tuous sn:i.f'f:; he 7. 
jerked his thwnb toward a craft 
that stood well away from the 
others. S:le was a ramshackle, 
dispirited scow, with none of 
the panache I had eJq?ected. 2/ 
8. But it wasn't until after the 8. 
war, in 1948, that the :f':i:rst con-
ference met in Amsterdam. This 
monthJs conclave, on the campus 
of Northwestern University in 
Evanston, will be the organiza-
tion's second great assemblage.~ 
!/John Walker, 11ihe Vienna TreaSJ.res and their Collectors," National 
Geographic {June, 1950), p. 773. 
2/:cymB.n J. Briggs and F. Barrows Colton, "Uncle Sam's House of 1,000 
Wonders," National Geographic (December, 1951), p. 760. 
2f's. J. Pemman, "Dr. Perelman, I Presume, or Small-Bore in Africa," 
New Yorker (July 31, 1954 ), pp. 16-17. 
4/Caspar Nannes1 1'Will All Protestants Unit in One Church?'' Colliers TAu~st 20, 1954), p. 21. 
9.. But now it is possible to mal{e 9. 
mercury 198 by rever sing the 
dream of the alchemists of old, 
who tried to turn mercury irreo 
gold. Instead, modern alchemists 
turn gold into mercury 198 by 
bombarding the gold with neutrons 
in atomic piles or ovens which 
were first developed for making 
atomic bombs.y 
10. Spealdng of this discussion the 10. 
other day Shostakovich offered 
it as an argument to refute the 
widely held belief in the West 
that no divergencies are per-
mitted in artiStic views in 
Russia, and that all Soviet art-
ists, composers, poets and play-
wrights are forced to conform to 
the rigid:itia:; of a 11linen imposed 
from above by the Comrmlnist 
party.'ij 
Record in the Time space the n'l.l1Tiber of minutes you worked on the 
test. Score your-responses 1Yith the .Answer Key at the end of the 
workbook. Count. ten points credit far each question right. En'Per 
the score at the bottom of the page. If you have one or more 
Hrong under a particular clue, d:> the exercises in the section 
dealing with that clue. Upon completing the exercises you will 
have the chance to take the Progress Test and to compare the results 
of the two tests. 
Time 
---
Score 
---
l/~ Bt'iggs and F. Barrows Colton, IIUncle Sa.m•s :rbuse of 1,000 
i:onders, 11 National Q9ographic (December, 19.51), p. 760. 
'ijHarrison E. Salisbury, 11Visit with nnitri Stlosta.kovich, II NEM York 
Times Magazine (August 8, 19.54), p. 9. 
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CLUE OF DEFINITION AND EXPlANATION 
lrlriters of textbooks, magazines or newspaper articles who want you to 
keep up with them and to know what they are talking about frequent]zy" 
define for you a new or unusual term. For example: 
''WaftageJ lhus the first. Marylanders described the price of 
a ferry ride. uy 
This clue is right out in the open. All you need to do is to 
reco~nize it; for what else could waftage mean bUt the price of a ferry 
ridei It tells you so in the sentence. 
If an explanation of an unfamiliar process is required to keep you 
from straying from the right pa:th of thought, many authors are kind 
enough to provide clarifying details, if you will just go along with 
them in paying attention to the clues. For instance, if you are reading 
about maple sugar in the making, the expression cream down might be a 
puzzling one. 
11
.And he IIIl.lBt be ready to cream down the mass when it threatens 
to boil over--shaking a drop of fresh cream into the seething 
sap to quiet it. 11g/ 
Having the e:xplanation shaking a drop of fresh cream into the seething 
sap leaves no doubt in your mind as to what was done to cream down the 
mass. 
In doing the exercises which follO"t·r, watch for the help that the Clue 
of' De:finition arid Explanation can give you in unl.ocking the mea.ni.ngs of 
the words you dontt know. The word Ill..ay be (l) defined directly as 
waf'tage was, or (2) explained directly like cream down. 
IlWilliam A.. Kinney, "Roving Mn-ylani • s Cavalier Country, " National 
Geographic (April, 1954), P• 446. 
2/Stephen Greene, "Sugar Weather in the Green M:>untains, n National. 
rreographi.c (April, 1954), p. 474. 
So 
e. 
e 
Ex:ercis es on CLUE OF DEFINITION A.'l'ID EXPlANATION 
A. Mlltiple Choice 
Directions: After reading each of the following paragraphs, place a 
check in the blank beside the words which answer the question. 
1. To keep you neat -vrhen you tre casual, this fiber has chemical 
properties that give it remarkable resilience. That means 
not only greater resistance to wrin.kiilig, b1It also quicker 
shedding of wrinkles. y 
2. 
Which of the follooing have resilience? 
a.. Paper to1:rel 
----b. Skin on your arms 
c. Cat 1 s fur 
----
---- d. Apple peelings 
----eo Rubber bathing cap 
The light from a lantern lay across her face and lighted the tenb 
walls in a white I1lllZZiness. If the tent was indistinct, Margaret ts 
face was clea.r.gj 
In which of the f'ollmting situations is there a muzziness? 
a. Watching a performer in the spotlight 
---- b. Watching the scena.ry- from t.he windO\.v of a fast 
---- moving car 
---- c. l.Qoki..ng down the street on a SIJ.m:Jy day 
---- d. looking in a mirror 
e. Ioolci.ng through misted glasses 
3. Rapscallions he had known existed, for he had already encountered 
the charming and untrustworthy Mr. Jingle, but misery pure and 
unadulterated was oomething else, and he is evenbualJ..y moved to a 
mare charitable view of the Mr'. Jingles of the world.¥ 
Which of the following actions might be ejcpected from a rapscallion? 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
Gracefully apologizing for not being on time for an 
appointment 
Giving a truthi'ul guess al:xru.t a womants age 
Insulting his landlord 
Keeping his promise to return the money he had borrowed 
Buying presents he couldn 1t pay far 
ynuPont advertisement, New Yorker (M3.rch 27, 1954 ), p. 18. 
g/Fdward Lindall, "Courage, 11 Cosmopolitan (January, 1954), P• LJ... 
3/Hollis Alpert, 11 Classics from France and England, 11 
"{'March 27, 1954), P• 25. Boston Un ive r s ity 
· School of Education 
Library 
Saturday Review 
4. The German vwrd Polter geist is hard t o translate. IJ;)o3e~ it 
means a noisy, prankish and pestiferous spirit .y 
Which of the .following imrolves Poltergeist? 
a. Exploding a paper bag 
----b.- Playing the drum in the band 
____ c. Cheering at a football game 
---- d. Ringing the doorbell and running away 
----
e. Sneaking up behind a person and yeDing '!boo'' 
5. With the one exception of the crushing diner patronage during 
World War II, diners are more likely to be full these days 
than at a:rry other time in railroad history. When a diner is 
completEly filled, the stewards, cooks and 1vaiter s describe it 
as flat.gj 
Which one of the following condi ~io!ls would be present when a diner 
is flat? 
ao Excellent food is served 
----
-----'-b. A busy time for the help 
----
c. Waiting line outside 
----d. The service is poor 
----e. Too much weight in one car 
B. M9.tcbiP..g 
Directions: After reading each of the following paragraphs, place in 
the blanks on the le:f't the letter of the item in Column II that 
matches the item in Column I. Column II has ext:.ra items so not all 
of the letters will be used. 
1. The whopping ·bond issue was required for additions to their 
area's network of modern underground catacombs -- some as large 
as subway tunnelse Already the rmdergroUild river system is the 
largest in the world. What is more, the e9.tacombs will be 
badly needed only at t-v;ro or three-year i!Iterva:Ls, for they are 
buried storm sewers designed to carry away infrequent bu:t 
torrential rains.2f 
y Jonathon N. leonard, "Sometimes They Bite," New York Times Book Review 
\April 18, 1954), P• 18. 
g/Richard Barnitz with Rufus Jarman, "They've Been Dining_ On the Railroad, 11 
Saturday Evening Post (April 10, 1954), P• 33. 
:2/Robert H. Forbes, "Subways for a Cityts Floods, 11 Popular Mechanics 
\December, 1953 ), P• 129. 
2. On some trains, like New York Central t s Empire State Ex:press, 
which runs from New York to Clevel and,. t he snowy _napery of yore 
has been replaced by paper doilies and napkins., y 
3. Once a child has been accepted for admission , the treatment 
b~gins immediately with a la.rentecto~ -- an ~peration performed 
nthout a surgeon's scalpe • The wor was co~ned by Dt-. Pesldn. 
Just as an appendectomy means removal of the appendix, pa.rentectomy 
means removal of the parents. Once the parents are comri-TJ.ced they 
are not shirking responsibility by allowirlg the separation, there 
is great relief.?} 
4. Railway tracks are in fair repair. But locomotives and cars are 
short, and m3.ny are in bad shape. Canabalism is much practiced; 
that means taking parts in bad repair and putting these on the 
better rolling stock.2J. 
5.. If you are next in line for that cherished ring-- it 's high time 
you and palladium were friendsJ Palladium is the newest o.f 
precious jewelij met alsl!!/ 
Column I Colu.rnn II 
1. Catac~ a. Separation from the folks 
---- ,b.. Gold pl at ed 
c. SWapping parts 
d. Drainage system ---- 2. Napery 
---- 3. Pa.rentectomy e. Putting away a good meal 
f. Fast r ill'lning t.rains 
g. Tabl e line-.n 
---- 4. Canabalism 
h. Burial place 
i. School for parents 5. Palladium 
---- j. Wedding band choice 
tl 
yru.cbai'd Barnitz with Rufus Jarman, 11Theytve Been Dining en the Railroad, II 
Saturday Evening Post (April 10, 1954), p .• -33. 
gj.Albert Rosenfeld, "They've Got Asthma '0n The Run, 11 Collier's (April 16, ./ 
1954), p. 26. . 
2/Frederick Simpich, 1rWith Uncle Sam and John Bull in Germany, 11 National 
Geographic (January, 1949 ) , P• 129. 
!.t/Advertisement, International Nickel Company, Glamour (June, 1954), p. 29 •. 
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CIDE OF SYNONYM 
Here is one giraffe you might not meet in the zoo., 
unubbed the giraffe, a grinding tool polishes concrete ceilings 
up to eleven feet nigh, whisking away arry ribs, fins, board 
marks or nails that may be left when forms are removed. "!/ 
This ld.nd of giraffe you might see in action on the corner lot where 
the contractors have just put up a new building. You can guess easily 
enough that giraffe and grinding tool mean exactly the same thing. The 
phrase grinding tool is the synonym that e:xplains giraffe. Just as a 
synonym is a word that has the same meaning as another word, the synonym 
clue is a word or phrase in that sentence or the adjoining one that means 
the same as the unfarnili.ar word. .Fbr example: 
11About a century ago, in the Capitol in Washington9 neither the 
president of the SenateS~ the Speaker of the House, nor anyone else 
had arry jurisdiction over the rotunda i.n the middle of the building. 
Consequently, this great c:ixcu!"ar hill was packed With peddlars who 
sold a variety of commodities, including mouse traps, buggy whips, 
kitchen utensils and snake oil., 11g} 
You were right when you decided that rotunda and great circular hall, 
mentioned in the next sent ence9 were one and the same thing. If so, you 
have caught on to the way that the Glue of Synorzym can be helpful in 
figuring out the meaning of strange words, or conrrnon words with an unusual 
meaning., 
Once in a while, you may meet a new word in this sort of combination: 
11 Let him speak, though, and his grossness is forgotten, while his 
charm and wit sweep misgivings from the field.. Again, like cocoa, 
he now seems all warmth and sweetness, a simple nursery brew. But 
a few . deep draughts reveal the extraordinary sediment in the cup; 
a strange compound of creeds and continents and centuries--contra-
dictory, inconsistent, anomalous. "2./ 
!/PopUlar Mechanics (December, 1953 ), p., 9L 
g/True (M:lrch, 1954), p .. 14. 
2J J., Bryan, III, "The Aga Khan, Divine Playboy, 11 Holiday (April, 1954), ~ 62. 
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Clue of Synonym (Cant • ) 
Even though anomalous is not an old friend to your vocabulary, you realized 
that it must have much the same meanings as contradictory and inconsistent 
since it Has grouped together -vrith them, and all of the terms help explain 
hovl the gentleman l.snot the same in action from one minute to another. 
The makeup of his nature doesn •t follow theusual rules--this, in brief, 
explains t he meaning of anomalous. He is contradictory, inconsistent, 
anomalous in his behavior--showing coarseness at one time, and complete 
cb.arm at another. His personality appears s:linple on the ex_berior, but is 
deep and puzzling under t he surface. 
In using the Clue of Synonym, then, notice whether some other 
expressi on in t he paragraph could mean t he s rune as .the :wllamiliar one. 
Keeping that thought in mind, are you ready to begin on the follovring set 
of exercises? 
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Eleercises on CLUE OF SYNONYM 
Directions: Atter reading each of the following paragraphs, plAce a check 
in the blanks beside the words which ~swer the question. 
1. In modern times the wreck became a tumulus, a big bump on the sea 
bottom, about 10,000 square feet in area.!/ 
Which of the .following might be considered a tumu.lus? 
a. A whale surfacing 
----- b. Sea weed 
----- c. A scrap pile of metal 
d. Anchor of a Ship 
----- e. A volcanic island 
2. Besides 11Joe 11 there are other names, some less refined, but no less 
affectionate"for coffee in the Navy-- 11 Java, Jamoke, 11 silt, bilge, 
sludge, mud, or shot-in-the-arm. But .most often it 1 s called 11good 
old Joe 11--derived, some believe, from the song, 110ld Black Joe. 11gj 
In which of the following places would you find Jamoke? 
a. In a tobacco store 
---- -b. At a soda f01mtain 
----- c. Qn the preserves shelf 
d. In a percolator 
----- e. At the dinner table 
3. 'Dlough the glow of Titian 1 s palette has changed to a more somber 
scheme, so that misty rose, ashen yellow; and dull green transform. the 
golden radiance of Venetian color into a cinerous, almost sooty tone, 
nevertheless, canvases like 118amson and Delilah11 or 11The Blessed 
Hermann Joseph adoring the Virgin11 eba.J.lenge the grand manner of' the 
Venetian style. 
tihich of the following are cinerous? 
a. Hideous blends of colors 
-----.:b. Sky before a thunderstorm 
-----
c. Dark gray doves 
d. A flotier garden 
-----e. ~ssy snmdges on a wall 
!/Captain Jacques-Yves Cousteau, 11Fish Men Discover a 2,200-year-old 
Greek Ship,.11 National Geographic (January, 19.54 ), p. 7. 
2/Read W. Wynn, 11 About--A CUp of 'Joe 1 , 11 New York Times Magazine 
TApr.il 11, 19.54), p • .59. 
yJohn 1r.Talker, 11The Vienna Treasures and their Collectors, n National 
Geographic (June, 19.50), p • . 740. 
S6 
e 
4. Find stor ies o.f her. F.i.nd the things she wrot e . See to the jokes about 
her, and the japes she played. y' 
Which of the following are examples of japes? 
a. 
b. 
c .• 
d. 
e. 
Musical instruments 
A telephone conversation in a disguised voice 
Giving out cigars that explode 
Outdoor sports 
Roles in the theater 
5. The' f9-ct tha.t dr9Ve good architects · to the ou:t.er edges of frustration 
~as ·that the ·climate and customs of· -Southern California made every 
kind of house a practical one. F£lecticism, a form of de-.aler ts cho:lne 
as applied to Southern California architecture, could rtm wiJ.d.y -
In which of the belaw situations would you be able to practice 
eclecticism? 
---........ a. In the kind o.f gi.ft you receive 
____ . bo In the kind of gift you buy 
---~ c. In your choice of family 
---- d. In your choice of friends 
----e. In dialing a TV program 
6., The number one menace to Nick the Greek's playing privacy has been the 
kibitzer s, t.hose indefatigable spectators who get their adventure out 
of other men t s daring. 'JI 
In which one of the following situations is a person a kibitzer? 
a. Playing on the basketball team 
---- b. Watching baseball practice 
---- c. Winning a canasta game 
d,. l.oold.ng over the shoulder of IDmeone who is writing a note. 
---- e. Seei:ng if you can catch up with your friend who started 
out bei' ore you . · 
ynThe Girls from Esquire, 11 Esquire (February, 1953), Po 63. 
2/Carl L. Biemiller' nGarden Homes in the Golden Land, II Holiday 
(September, 1951), p. 101. 
2/Richard DonoVan and flank Qreenspun, Ul PJ..ay for the Risk not the funey, II 
Collier's (April 16, 1954), P• 85. 
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7. When Clark first met Carole on a set at the studios, the sparks that 
.flew between them weren •t scintilla from the fires of love.!/ 
Which of the following are scintilla? 
a. Embers 
b. Flashes 
c. Ashes 
d.. Flares 
e. Warmth 
8. Careless campers, .knmm now as guberifs (omit ~and spell it backward), 
set the woods afire on a summer day in 1931. In one blazing tm.ite-and-
red-hot a.fternoon 22,000 acres of fine timber, mostly white pine, t-Tent 
up in smoke. y 
Which of the following situations point to a guberif? 
a. fighting a fire 
---- b. For getting to take matches 
c. Leaving a snoldering campfire 
---- d. Burying the rubbish 
---- e. Flicld.ng a:r.otay a lighted cigarette 
9. After dinner Kaapin Jouni told tales of long ago, when lapp shamans, 
or wizards, performed nzy-sterious feats. 'Ji 
In which of the following might a shaman have assisted? 
---- a. Brewing a magic potion 
---- b. Galling up evil spirits 
c. Making an atomic bomb 
----d. Changing into different disguises 
e. Making people less superstitious 
----
YQnar Garrison, 11The Clark Gable story, 11 Boston Traveler (~ 6, 1954), p. 5. 
?fA. B. Guthrie., 11Idaho, 11 Hqlidg (June, 1954), p. 42. 
Y Jean and Franc Shor, 11North with F.in:L.and 1 s Lapps, 11 National Geographic 
allgust, 1954), p. 261. 
10. Many of the lovely hues of oome butterflies and moths are produced by 
the diffraction, or brea.ld.ng up, of light by multitudes of microscopic 
ridges on the tiny scal es covering the wings. ?J 
In -v1hich of t he following situ.ations might diffraction occtlr: 
____ a. Putting together a jig-saw puzzle 
b. Light coming through venetian blinds 
---- c. An atomic bomb explosion 
____ d. Dropping a fragile glass 
·e. Uncrumpling a piece of paper 
----
Check you:r responses with the Answer Key at the end of the 
Workbook. 
YPaul A. Zake, 11Backyard M:msters in COlor, 11 National Geographic 
~Ugust, 1952), p. 259. 
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CIDE OF CONTRAST 
Have you noticed the technique, used in advertising, of showing two 
different objects or persons? In a vitamin ad, for instance, you may see 
a listless downcast character who apparently has not enough energy to lift 
a feather., The picture alongside of it is of a vital, ready-to-go person 
full of the zip that a dose of vitamins has given him. 
Writers, too, employ the idea of contrast to bring out ar.J. effect. 
Here is how they do it: 
11M!:'., Taylor 1 s voice is never strident. It is calm, and even melodious, ny 
If Mr-. Taylor's voice is calm and melodious and never strident, §:lirident 
liD:lst mean the opposite of those characteristics. A strident voice would 
g~ve the i.mpres sian of being shrill and harsh sounding. 
let. 1 s try another · one : 
"vJhile I have an abiding: faith in humanity and believe that m~t 
people are essentially honest, romething seems to happen to them 
the lllinute they get into a traffic court. Fqr some strange · 
reason they become prevaricators .for · a d;zy" o ?/ -
People, on the whole, are essentially honest but they get into traffic 
court and become prevaricators for a day. ITevaricat.ors, then, are pple 
who dontt tell the truth. B!eing faced with a parking ticket or oome 
other traffic violation seems to bring out a :eying ~nstinct in otherwise 
truthful people. 
In the exercises that follow, work out the meanings of the unfamiliar 
wrds by noting which words in the sentence or paragraph rnig1It. present an 
opposite idea or might be in contrast to the strange expression. 
1/Henry steefe Coillillager, "A Plea for Controversy, 11 Tb,e ·'New York Times 
Book Review (M:ly 2, 1954), Po 20. · · 
2./Isroy Dawson, "I meet the World's :M:>st Innocent Poople," American 
(March, 1954), Po lho . 
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Exercises on CLUE OF CONTRAST 
Direction~.: After reading each paragraph.9 expla.i.n i.n your mm words~ the 
meaning of the uuderJ..ined expr ession. 
1. I left t he hall with t he conviction that a well-modulated squeak 
from Maggie Te:vt,e is worth more than a dozen luscious cadenzas from 
most of the singers I am. fB.nu.liar wit~.y 
2o But it is just as wrong to debunk the whole Rockne story as · it is 
to swallow it anecdote by anecdo'be.gf 
3. Like myself~ you would probably prefer your. lion.s at safe distance 
and couchant, rather than near at hand and rearir1g.~ . 
4. A gour:m.et=min:led visitor can with justice sneer at the boasts o£ 
Southern r::ooking af'ter a few disheartening tmcou.nte.r s with the local 
cara~r::u-!.saries .. B11:t t he visitor to a home is like~ to b e pleased at 
the ex.Ji::;ellence of the native dishes--unless his taste demands sauces 
of foreign extraction.~ 
5. ~:he M:rr.:mons give utah a staidj puritanical cultu.re9 which cannot be 
harmonized wi t,h the co:r,y'bantic display of Reno and L:ts Vegas in 
neighboring Nevadao2J 
6. The old Nonregians were a bellicose lot • ..,.But the pi:"esent lot are 
peat;le-l mring., urJ.less you enter their country without a passport, in 
uni.f'orm and brandishing a gun9 when yr:m will9 as the Germ.a.ns 
discovered11 have a pat::~ket of trouble o:r1. y~our hands.§/ 
7.. They range from ragged tykes to old nen wearing official-loold.ng 
gold-braided caps o '1J 
YWinthrop Sergeam., nMJ.sical Events," New Yorker (M::l.y lll 1954), P• 98. 
?} Jack Net,rcombe, 11Knute Rockn.e," Sp<rt (NoV6Tlber~ 1953 )~ Po 12o 
.
3/Robert Wo }boreJi "Roaming Africats Unfenced Zoos~ 11 Naii anal Geographic 
;(Mn-ch, 1950), p .. 358 (Adapted) 
Jy'Olifford Dowdeys 11Richmond, Virginia, 11 Holiday (September, 1951), P• 91. 
2/Bernard deVotoJi 11The Wild West,n Holida;r (JuJ.y, 195L.), Po 40. 
~11How to .Mi.sbeh.CN'e in Norway, 11 Holidayr (Augusts 1951)9 Po 11. 
7/Jarnes Cerruti, "Mexico On Wheels, 11 Holiday (January.9 1940).ll p. 19. 
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8., In the 1ig1:J.t of these real possib:D:-lties ~ little ixubbin.s of agreement 
at, con.f'erem1es in Bermuda and Berlin and Washington rtiUSE oo longer 
obscure the central fact that for practi calpu.rposes the United States 
stands alone among the great. powers in the Cold Wa.r.y' 
9. With the wealth of original mo.tifs existing in nature.? fair game for 
t.~e imaginative photographer.? no matter what his physicaJ. equipment, 
it is unbelievable t .o our author that prizes are awarded to an endless 
succession of clich~s: pattern shots of rows of empty cha.jrs, coils 
of heavy rope:; bums with beards, spectacles on open books, gnarled 
hands folded in sJ.mulated prayer, fake, monks dress.ed up in burlap; 2/ 
' .· -
10. A fixed :tdea of the East bolds that the West.eJ.~ers are a boisterous, 
stent.oria.."'l folko If they are.9 you Il!ll.st look for them in town., The 
cra:±'tsmen of mountain and desert speak with a mildrJess t hat might; 
almost be called tendernesse They are acquainted w..i.:th silence.2J 
Correct your responses with t.he Answer Key at the end of the Workbook. 
You need not have exactly t ,he same wording as long as you have ex-
p:ressed a like idea., -Avoid copying down any part of the selection 
as youx a.nawer o 
Yl1National Affairs, 11 Time (July 59 1954), Po 7 • 
y'Da:irid E., Scherman, 11 How to Fix a snap, t! . Saturday Review ~ch 27,19.51t), p.19. -
~Bel"nard. deVoto , 11The Wild West," Holiday (JUJ.y9 19.54)~ P• 43. 
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CLUE OF SUMMARY AND ILLUSTRATION 
You have really had an unusual school career if you have never been 
asked to give a sunnna...ry of a report that bas been made, or had to clarii'y 
a statement by an illustration or an example& Writers sometimes do the 
same thing to get their point across. Here t s what we mea.n: 
"A bride shopping for fish was trying to impress the fishmonger 
with her lmmi-bow, in spite of the fact that she rea.JJ.y was 
igP..ora..nt when it ca.<·ne to piscatorj.a.l af:fairso ~~"!/ 
Did you catch on that piscatorial mea...nt. having to do With fish and 
that the strange word suramarized the situation of the poor bride who was 
trying to bluff the fish market man about her knowledge of' edible marine 
life, even though she probably wouldn't hav:e known a sardine from a 
swordfish steak? 
Sometimes the uiu'amilia.r word might be illustrated by c..me or more 
examples; a.nd, ac·jjually, the 5trange word is S1llTll11a!'izing t.he total effect. 
For inEtance~ in this sentence~ 
11His recollections of most cit.ies are lm'geJ..y a gou.."1'"!lleii 1s, ro be 
associates Shanghai with r oast snake, San Francisco vr:i:~h his 
first ice cream soda, and New York 1-r.i th terrapin. S'Gew at"ld 
canvasback duck. "Y 
His recollection of most cities seems to be associated with the taste 
of the delicacies that he first relished there. He concentrated on sampling 
the food specialty of each spot he visitedo So thez:"e are illustrations to 
shw that a gourmet is a person who is well-skilled in ma:tters per-i.;a:ini.ng 
to eating and drinldng ta.st.es; and the unfam.iliar word g<)Ut'met sums up i.;he 
situation that follows itc 
ynarin and Share It, 11 Coronet (February, 1954).~ p.., 806 
?} J. Bryan, III, liThe Aga Khan, Divine Playboy," Holidal_ (April, 1954), 
p. 117. 
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Clue of Summary and Illustration (Cont.) 
Another way, then, of inferring the meaning of a strange word is to 
note whether it su.mma.rizes a situation or an idea that precedes or follows 
it; or to see if the new word is illustrated by the situation. Put the 
Clue of Summary and Illustrcd:.ion to work on the exercises that follow. 
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Exercises on CLUE OF SUl~Y AND ILllTSTRltTION 
llirectioP..s: After reading each paragraph, -vn-it.e down in. the blank space 
words to express the missing idea ·that would gj:ve the passage :more meaning. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
His source of information is the waite!'. An hour before his aet goes 
on, for instance, you and your party are ordering dinner or drirl..ks. 
As yoo settle down ·to enjoy yourselves, you exchange bits of juicy 
information while the wait,er fidgets with the silver, the dishes, 
the ash trays, listening attentively. Each useful piece of informat ion 
he passes on to the mentalist brings h:i.m a fat tip., By the tilne the 
performer comes to your table, presumab~ to read your thought s , he 
has a r emarka'l:.iJ.y det.ailed · 
on you ru1rl. your state of mind~~-. .1(~------------------------------------
Artificial egg- shells of sheet metal or· pla~stic, :roiLYJ.d, squru.·e or 
tubular have been patented., Eggs will be 
f"".rom their own notoriousLy frail containe.r_s_J.-:-. r-.tt';:",o-wM'h;:-e-s't-m;:-.;:-,di:;-:.,-er-,..,--- --
1"'7 • '' . • ... f t . ~·,.,4 • ..:~ t din 2 I ar ~.JJ..tJ.l';J.a.J. ones .o!' s orLug:J ~pp:LYJ.gj) an..~. rea g on.::t 
B. & L. scientists have brw..ded. o:ne giant machine our 
monst,er. It hates people. If one should approach_::t.,..st:----,t,-o_o_c~·l,_o-s-e"""Ji.--,--
its i•emperat.ure goes up a..'YJ.d i 'ts ac::c:rl.r'ai'!Y :may be impaired by as much 
as l/19 000.9000t.h of an i:neho !f fi·il'e peopl e get close t,o it9 the±r 
combined body b.eat causes i:t to 11blt:~w it;s ·i;op9 n shut itself cf f and 
sound a. gpng wr.dch br-'i...ngs g-u.ards J.>tv.m:irJ.g;Jl . 
Fi.ad. I re:ma.i..ned lon.g in Ho!l'..gKong9 I would bave become fa:G, a:!; a.ey 
rate. Night a.fte.x night W8 dined in superb orien:tal res-f.aura.rrt.s 
't-J"here banquet-sized meals r-un th:cough a dozen :dch, exotic cours es., 
For variety 9 there were fine Fre:r.tch$ English9 Ge:::':!TJ.an!l Italian!) and 
Russian rest:,au.rants. 
Per}:l..aps my greatest thrill came, however, when 
1-re discovered in KowlOon an eating place run by a retired pett y 
officer of Uncle Sam's Navy. Its menu read like any American diner'~ 
and a chrome-and-neon juke box blared tunes f"rom tinpan alley. After 
five months in the Far East, I neiter tast ed anything better t han the 
hamburger and milk- shake I ordered there for lunch one day .!±f 
YRobert W. M:lrks, nBe a. Mind Reader, n Coronet (April, 1954), P o 23. 
y'Feature article, nChanges for 1954, 11 Vogue (January, 1954),. p. 127 . 
2/Sam Shie1sey, 11The E\}res of Science," Gor·onet (April, l954), p. J43. 
!!/George w .. !Dng~ 11Hong &mg Hangs on, II Nati onal Geogranhic (February, 
l 954)!l P o 255. . 
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" 5. Make a nooni.ng 1rith sueh a :ma:n. and listen to hi..•11 o:a the 1-lest t s 
. 'liie::t"e is the f't,-,r ... beati.ng trout 
-cf"".-t'"'"b ...... ,t'-.j....,I"'"·d..,..,al...,-lo--=J.-.ak...--e-s-,-..f:"""o-l·-_ ..... :l:ns:t-. ·~..., .... anc--e, and ·~jhe h ootpeak!"":t.rl' a cross 
between the 1-ioodpecker azld t.h.e mrl which was developed so that 
the war on the spruce-bark beet.le could b e waged on a rou:nd.-the-
clock basis. You recall with some shock tr...<rt you are listening to 
a nationally knr.M".a dendroJ.ogi.st or to a man whose professional 
problem is how storms ean be milked of their electrical potential 
before they discharge as lightning. y 
6. In his Garbolike desire to 'be a1one, Matthews is completely unll.ke 
Ruth whose records he may shatter some day.. The Babe reveled in 
the spotlight~ on or off the field. Ru:th would . bave taken a shower 
at high :noon in City Hall, if anyone had suggest.ed it. F.is 
extended to everythi:t1g~-his food_, the lavish 
-cl.,..o_t,...,b-.. e-s-·· '""h-e-•. -w-·o_r_e-."""'&,....,.' 
7. Then. t he Pfalz, a J..L:!~h c errt:ury casi;le on &'1. i s lru::rl in ·t.he river, 
and!) on a...'-lother island~ t.he 13th century mouse tower_, where, it is 
said., a wicked archbishop got his Seems he burned 
a couple of' hundred beggars ·t.o relieve the famine problem and they 
came back a s an :::u•rrr,y o! :m:i.ce ·t;o devour r.dmeJ} · 
8. I am comrinced that. we ha:1re or will acq_"'Jire -'Gh.e basic knowledge 
to &?lve all the physical problems of a f l:igb:t ·to M:u.-s. But how 
abmJ.t the psy•:::hologic~.l problem? Ca:11 a. men retain his sa.:nity while 
cooped ·IJ.p "Wi. th :many men in a cr wded. a:rea!' pe.:o. .. haps twir:e the length 
of yr,nrc li""li.'J..:ng room_, f•:>r mor e tb.a.n -tr .... i..-1-ty :rnonthSl? 
Share a smaJ..l :t•oom with a doze..~ people comp:lete]y cu.t oi'f from the 
outside vifQrl d. In .a. few week.s the irritations begi:a t .o pile up. 
Pit the end of a few mo:ntb..s~ pa.rtic;J.l:It'l.y if. ·the occ-1.pa.nts of the 
room are chosen hap:b..a.zardl;r, someonG is l.ike],y to go • 
Little :m.annerisrn.s~-the 't'lay a ma.n cracks :h..;i.s knuckles 9 blows his nose, 
the wa:y he gri.n.s, t;alks or gest;ur es--crea.te tension and r.Lat.red which 
could lead to :m:u!'der o'-:l/ 
y:sernard DeVot o, 11The Wild West,, 11 Holiday (Ju.J..y, 1954), P• 43. 
2/Tom Meany, 11Tb.e Wrists. that rrade Mi.lwa.ukee Famous, n Collier 's 
TApril 30, 1954 ), p. 87 .. 
2/"Favorite Tours, 11 Holiday (January, 1954), P• 69 . 
4/Wern e r Von Brawn with Cornelius Ryan, 11 Gan We Get to Ma.rs? 11 Colliers 
rApril 30, 1954), pp. 25-26. 
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9. Tb.nmghout. the United states last week, it was election summer e 
Can.dj.d.a:tes were b ack on the o attentive crowds 
gathered in the heat of courthouse sq~tares, lodgehaJ.ls and flag-
dr aped auditoriums t o listen .. y , 
10. It is astonishing to a:waken to the rising of the sun over meadows 
and pine woods and church spires which, during the night, have 
secret ly been mantled arrl disguised by a profound and noble fall 
of snow; all the ha:L·sh contours have been smoothed HIN'a.y and all 
eyesor es hidden by thts ample, luminous -""T"-...-:--.-""7""~--.--,..-.r----_;' 
pink in the places where the ear~y sun has touched, (a'Blue in the 
shadows.?} -
Check yo1.1.r responses wit h t h...e A..TJ.swer Key at the end of the 'WJrkbook. 
You. need not have exactly the same wording as long a.s you have 
expressed a l ike ideae Agoid cop,rLng ~~ ar1y part of the selection 
a8 your answez--,. 
y "Election Campaign, 11 Time ( Ju.J.;r 5, 1954), P• 16. 
y Jean st.aff ord, nNew England Vli...nter, 11 Holiday (February, 1954 ), P• 38 .. 
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CHJE 0 F EXPERIENCE 
Vividly described experiences, such as may have happened to any of us 
at some time or another, often contain unfamiliar words., We may be able 
to figure out the meaning of the u.Tlknown ward by depending upon our 
experience to tell us what word could be substituted for the unknown one 
in that situation. For example, in this selection: 
11The ocea.n is bluer, lazier, more irnritinge People may swim J..D. 
it without raising hackle~ of goose flesh. The slln is king~"!/ 
We are -v.rell avrare of the difference bet"t-reen t.aking a dip in warm, 
sunny weather and being out in the water' on a cold, out-of~season day. We 
know the shivering, the teeth chattering and the rough.ness of flesh that 
accompany a feeling of cold; so it is not hard to figure out that hackles 
refer to the bumps of gooseflesh. 
Often a scene or incident is described in such a way that a mood is 
established. In the unfamiliar word you can perceive whether the author 
is tryi.'1g to get across a feeling of calln or aJ..ar".m, speed or hurry., Place 
yow.self' in the picture and try to sense how you would feel in the same 
circumstances. For example : 
11Iater the native girls performed the old laotian dances • . Sitting 
under a tropic frangipani tree, I watched the graceful performance 
and listened to the haunting nru.sic. F.ragrant blossoms dropped 
around me. stars blinked; a full moon cast its spell. How eaey, 
I thought, to become ~ .. "?J 
The scene is a tempti..ng one; you could become easily sold on that 
kind o:f li:fe. The mood is one of enchantment--almost enough to bewitch 
y ·ea.r1 L. Biemiller, 11Golden Homes in the Golden land, 11 Holiday (September, 
19.51), p. 100. ---
2/George w .. wng, 11Indo-China Faces the Dragon, II National Geographic 
rseptember, 19.52), p. 327o 
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Clue of Experience (Conto) 
one into going native, as the term susu. means. 
In doing the following exercises, putting rourself in the situation 
that is being described w.i.ll help you to under stand the meaning of the 
unknown rmrd and the sense of the passage. 
I. 
Exercises on CLUE OF EXPERIENCE 
D:Lct.ionru."'y Hints 
Dir ections: After !'eading each of the parag:raphs9 look up in t he 
dictionary and v-Jrite down the following informatiQng (1) The rest 
of t he word for which a fe1-r letters h ave been given; (2) the 
dictionary defini:t.ion of the word that fits the sen.se of the passage. 
l . An eating place in Connecticut has a polite plaq-- on the door 
s aying: OUR CATS OONUT LIKE OOGS.!f · 
2c Gheek by jowlSJ with the Old World :m:Lll9 :ii:'tJn J?l!--- harnessed "i;,h e 
power c1f' t he little waterfalls and stalked aThT~y o1rer the hill 
with t heir elect,::d.c treasure.,y' 
3. La.w..dry cvme1~ or not~ when he barged i.rrto foot.ba.ll as president 
of the Boston R(:ld Skins in 19329 Marshall qn~ol'.:ly made the 
P.a~- of the game ·t ake n.ot.e of h:is genius . 2f 
4. ~:'he ·;rer-:r name of' Broadway has entered ·the J..a11.gu.age.l1 with a s core 
of meanings linked together by a common nu.--= . We kr...ow-~' without 
explanation, what, it is t o go Br'oaclway. "shows a.re known as 
Broadway productions with original Broadway easts . Winchell and 
!'...:is conf're.r·es pu·fBro:Jadway in the titles of theli"' ce>lunm.s. From 
the time of Oe He~7 tY"e have all kJ).O"W"n that a Broadway Oharacta-
is a gent with a heart of gold;> ld.nd to 'b..i.s mothe!' 9 fond of 
horses. of a so~c'to and on the l0ckoul; for a fast buck. 4/ 
v ~ -
5o They svirepi.:. around a b end in the road and saw before tl1..em, 
situated a:t t he top of a dune and looking out upon the illimitable 
reaches of the Atlantic Ocean,\) the rarnbli:n.g mas ses of Jackson 
Robardts mansion. It was huge. It sprawled. It spoke of another 
age, far it h ad been built by Robardts grandf'at her in the 80's. 
A porte-co----- thrust out from its face 9 and under this Nadine 
GTief drove her car. 2J 
Y'Perry Githens, 11Sign Language, 11 Coronet (April, 1954. ).9 P• 4.0. 
2/Isobel \-lylie Hutchinson, "A stroll t o Venice, 11 Nat,i onaJ. Geographic 
\September, 1951), p. 378$ 
2/Shirley Pavich!! u'I'he Washington Red-Skins, 11 eJ?ort (November, 1953 ), p. 45. 
!!/Edlfard stanley, "Broadway, 11 Holiday (September, 1951), p. 48. 
2/Clarence Buddington Kel~?- "The Case of ·the Mlrdered G=-Man, 11 Saturday ~ening Post (March 20, 1954), Po 85 . 
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6. There was a great r:lal-- of some sort going on CJVer at the "hra.gon. 
Wind was from him o t 1em, and they could smell his bacon coold..ng 
and his coffee bubbling in the pot. The Kid was mald.ng motions 
with his hands, waving over at Mel 1s fire; an old man and another 
young fella were waving back; an old woman and a gal were mostly 
just list ening.y' 
7. Cutrock country they called it because the ~--- sliced through 
their moccasinsog/ 
8. Mention stefansson, and you will learn that many people still 
contend that the explorer ate all there was "to eat from ar:ry 
animal he tackled-the steak, the heart, the kidneys, the liver, 
the marrow, the head, in short, everything ·including the hide and 
the bones. The 'twhole animal" became a kind of shib------ with 
which to discredit Steffansson as a man who had som:et hing of value 
to say--u.'l'ltil industrial medicine, through the DuPont Company's 
Medical Division, found that high protein, high fat diet provides 
an excellent way to control a variety of serious conditions that 
are tied up w.i. th ob~.e s.ity ·H 
9. When a cannibal's feet get so effe-- he's got to wear shoes~ things 
have come ·to a pretty pass.~ -
10. We had chartered her at Split, after negotiat ing in Belgrade for 
a few days, 1-1ith the help of some young offici als at the Yugoslav 
Foreign Office; as a working journalist, I came within their 
purv--.?J 
Check your responses with the Answer Key at the end of the 
Workbook. 
17Ri·chard Wormser, 11Gunslick," Saturday Elrening ~st (June 19,1954), P• J.:lli. 
'ijA. B. Guthrie, Jr., nrdaho," Holiday (June, 19.54), P• .)6 • 
2/Earl P. Hanson, "Eat-All-You-Want Diet," Holiday (September, 1951), 
P• 69. 
~Vion and Bernard Schram, "Report from Fiji, 11 Holid.ey (Febru.a:cy-, 1949 ), p. 12. 
2./F.l:'ank Gibney, "Sea and Dalmatia," Harper's Bazaar (June, 1954), P• 34. 
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Directions: After reading eaeh of the following para.graphsl' place in the 
blanks on the left, tlle letter of the it.em in Column II that maJ~ches the 
item in Colunm Ie Column II has extra items oo not aJ.l of the letters will 
be used. 
1. The theatres being bunched together the T!la:;{ they az-e, I can sashay 
back and forth from one to the next. y 
2-3 Soon the railroads came and the torm had a popUlation of almost 5 ,000, 
a library, a ~ceum; and a lady who lecttl.Z'ed on thoe "Science of 
Mnem.ord.Ct~?llwbcn has to do with ma.nory., Th.e T4Y(.:ernn deha.ted.ll nrs X10t 
the inedla.'i'J.ic a mo:t~e useful me..'nber of societ;y fh.a.~. the :rn.erchan:t; ? 11y' 
4. Bat Spain t s Invincible A."t'lna.da was t.hrsate:xL'lg :invasion of England a.11d 
~1ee..11 El:i..z.abeth would spare :no sizable ships to Cax'l"J" the colo;:zy 
Sl1pplies. Tli:ro small p:Um'lC€6 were sent but ?JE!i/ffi:• arrived. No-t; ·CI.l'rliil 
Augu.st..9 1550., was Go-v-ernal' Job.i1 White permitted to ret•:.u'nw"ith help.2f 
5-6 I.mmedia.tel,y after seven o iclock di.rmer ca.-me ·t~rha:t. he Gtill ea.D.s 11the 
b.r.:-.1"'1.."01' o.f hor:z'ors 11 ~ ·two hom .. s of f'iJlgel~ exe::•c.ises in the S&Tlrls and 
sla.shes and :neetUe-point diacrites of .Arabic caJ.ligl"a.phy--bours made 
:mn:.:-e pcri.nful because he wa"s 'CihJ.r"tee:.c before his ,Jesu.l."'G1:;'u1~0r, discover-
:i.n.g that he was congenitally l'lear-sigh.ted, ha.d h:Lm fi·tted for his 
:f':.i.rst glasseso 
MJslem scht.)J.ars attach such importan<~e t o a g('ace>.ful script tha:t. he 
1~as :mt, exeuse.d :from practi0 e even on Frida"Jrs, othervdse rli s day off. !:f 
7. The a:ve:rage man. may be a lion in. his CJ1iil'n h."3:tchen9 but he is invariably 
a Ca~a.J_:'_}~lqtlt'Jtoast when it comes to dea.J.i.ng With JGbis bu1.ly-lng type 
of ·rrr~·'2t' 
l/ 11The Talk of the Town, 11 New Yorker (March 27;; 1954 )l' p., 26. 
y James street, 11Houston, u .. s .. A. ' n Holiday (Apr"il, 1.952), p. 103. 
2/Frederick G., Vosburgh, "Shrines of Each Patriot's Devot.ion, 11 National 
Geographic_ (tTanuary, 1949 ), p. 57 o 
4/ J. Bryan, III, 11The Aga K11an, DiiTine Playboy, 11 !fuliday (April, 1954), 
pp. 113-114 .. 
2fMJrt Weisi.uger.9 "I'm Sick of Waiters, 11 Coronet (Ji.me~ 1954), p. 33. 
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S. The underground stems, or rhizomes, are transplanted to establish new 
plantings; as with potatoes, each may be cut into several pieces.y' 
9. The guide pointed to the South horizon. Coney Island was a splash of 
color through a diaphonous haze.?} 
10. Above this is a recessed four-leafed design, or quatrefoil.2f 
COLUMN I 
-----
1. Sashay 
2. Iuceum 
----- 3. Mnemonics 
4. Pinnaces 
----- 5. Diacrites 
6. Calligraphy 
----~ 
---- 7. Caspar Mi.lcp.etoast 
8. Rhizomes 
-----
-------: 9. Diaphonous 
10. Quatrefoil 
-----
OOLUHN II 
a. Various distinctive symbols 
b. Not thick and ro lid 
c. Skip lightly 
d. Tulip bulbs 
e. A 1·il'etched cook 
f. A club where you get both sides 
of the question 
g. Oar-propelled boats 
h. Criticism 
i. Your best handwriting 
j. Groups of volunteers 
k. The art of not forgetting a 
person 1 s name 
1. Thetimidtype 
m. Lights of an amusement park 
n. A lucky clover 
Check your responses irlth the Answer Key at the end of the 1~rkbook 
1 J. R. Magness, "How Fruit Came to America, 11 National Geographic. 
eptember, 1951), p. 358. ~ 
.?/Meyer Berger, "Eight Wonders of the World," Holiday (Apr'il, 1954), p. 55. 
3/~·l.illiam A. Kinney, "Roving :t-1aryland 1 s Cavalier Country, n ·National 
Geographic (April, 1954), p. 458. -
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_ PROGRESS TEST 
(Time Limit :15 Ui.mttes) 
Directions: After reading each of the following passages, gu.ess -the 
meaning of the underlined word from the way it is used in the passage. 
Write down your definition in the right hand column. As nru.ch as 
possible, avoid using the wording of the passage in your answer. 
1. Our train bound far Jersey City, 1. 
New Jersey, started 1tith a lurch 
that . sent me ricocheting from a 
wall.!/ 
2. The tsetse f:cy has a sharp 2. 
proboscis, resembling a tiny 
hypodei"iitic needle, projecting 
straight; out from its head. When 
the fly lights on a man, this 
proboscis pierces the skin, injects 
a non-blood-clotting substance, 
and then draws blood. gj 
3. The hotel was a delightful 3. 
congeries of buildings and styles. 
Throughout the centuries, each 
proprietor apparently had added 
another .wing, stable or gable with 
total disregard of what had been 
done before. 2/ 
4. ~ yet these operations are small, 4. 
but they promise to burgoon. 
Growth awaits big multi-engine 
helicopters. Such machines 
developed for the military will 
be rolling off commercial pro-
duction lines in 1955-56 and 
fleets 'Will be available by 1959 
or 196o.w 
1/Alian G. FiSher, Jr., "Everyone's Servant, ']lie Fbst Office," National 
Geographic (July, 1954), p. 134. . 
gjEJ.sie May Bell Grosvenor, 11Safari Through Changing Africa, " NationaJ. 
Geographic (August, 1953 ), p. 157. 
:2/Joseph Wechsberg, 11The Elephant Platter, 11 Holiday (}'1ay, 1951), p. 27. 
WVice .Admiral s. Land, U.S.N. (Ret.), 11Aviation !Doks Ahead on its 
Fiftieth Birthda;y, 11 National Geographic (Decerrber , 1953 ), p. 738. 
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' 
5. Men 1 s wear is as varied as women 1 s 5. 
is stereotyped.!/ 
6. 1here are villages of cave dwellers 6. 
all over Spain, but the tr~odyte 
settlements of Mlreia are l8:rge. 
Heat, dry rock, lack of wood 
rather than poverty have led to 
the making of the underground 
villages. They look like ant 
settlements in the cliffs.g/ 
7. Remains of Neolithic man are too 7. 
important to be ignored, however. 
Neolithic means new stone ~e, 
when man stood at the very thresh-
old of his long march toward civil-
ization. One of the objectives of 
the expedition was to learn more 
about these users of stone jJnple-
ments who inhabited Palestine 70 
centuries ago.'J/ 
8. 'lhe soldi.ers, almost delirious 8. 
from heat and thirst, saved them-
selves by firing howitzers, which 
the Indians, meeting for the first 
time, called ··-wagon wheels. 11 
These small cannons, mounted on 
'Wheels and pulled by soldiers, 
penetrated defenses that turned 
rifle balls aside.!!/ 
1/Rebecca ::hannon Cresson, 11.American Family in Afghanistan," National. 
Geographic (S~ptember, 1953 ), p. 417. · . 
yv. s. Pritchett, "Spain, 11 Holiday (May, 1954), p. 45. 
2/Katbleen M. Kenyon and Douglas A. Tushingham, 11 Jericho Gives Up Its 
Secrets, 11 National Geographic (December, 1953), p. 853. 
4/Mason Sutherland, "From Tucson to Tombstone, 11 National Geographic 
fseptember, 1953), p. 383. · 
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-9. Every no1-1 and then on an off 9. 
I'-bnd.ay somebody writes a piece 
making the point that every 
candidate should have a thor-
ough physical examination. The 
sudden death of Franklin 
Roosevelt, which is nmr k:rlmvn 
to have been reasonabJ..y pre-
dictable 111..any morrths before it 
happened, stimulated a spate of 
such demands. y 
10. 11 I'm a serious pipe-srrl.()ker. 11 10. 
one man said. ni like to 
browse around a shop, looking 
at pipes as some men look at 
guns or paintings. I notice 
workmanship; I feel the pipe for 
lightness and balance. Women 
are making a travesty of the 
't·rhole thing. They pay no 
attention to tre quality of a 
briar. They just notice vrhether 
or not a pink stem clashes "trith 
their lipstick.S( 
Record in Time space the number of minutes you -vmrked on the test. 
Score responses with the .t\ngv1er Key at the end of the I.Jorkbook. 
Count ten points credit for each question right and enter the 
score at the bottom of the page. 
Time 
----
Score 
----
yuFditorials, 11 Saturday Evening Post (.August 7, 19.54), p. 12. 
Sf11arybeth I'Jeinstein, n r I Love a Girl Who Srll.okes a Pipe, 111 New York 
Times l:agazine (August 8, 1954), p. 13. 
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Pretest 
1. Hirsute: rough with hair; hairy. 
2. Expletive: an oath or an exclamation. 
3. Indolence: inaction. 
4. De rigeur: according to strict etiquette; obligatory for good 
form. 
5. Unguent: salve or ointment. 
6. Isotopes: one of two or more species of the same element, having 
the same atomic number, nearly ide:riiical in cmiilli.cal behavior but 
differing in atomic mass. 
7. Panache: svragger, style, dash. 
8. Conclave: a private meeting; a secret assembly. 
9. Alchan:i.st: One given to the stu<tr of changing base metals into 
gold. 
10. Divergency: disagreement 
Clne of Definition and Explanation 
6, 9 
Clue of Synonym 
5, 8 
Clue of Contrast 
7, 10 
Clue of summary and :nlustration 
1, 4 
Clue of Experience 
2, 3 
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Introductory Exercise 
1. louvers: 
Your own experience tells you that the ventilator nm.st have had 
open slatted panelt!! in a!'der for the rust to sif't ckmn th:rough. 
A Clue of EXPerience is present. 
2. Aviary: 
~e home of a variety of animals is a zoo, so t.b!ehome of a. variety 
of birds is explained in the sentence as an aviary. A Clue of 
Definition and ~lancrtion is present . 
3. Pbreatophytes: 
Plants that send roots far down into the subsoil means the 
same as phreato~es. When there are words in the sentence that 
mean the same as e new word, the Clne of Synon;ym is present. 
4. Soiilnolent: 
In contrast to the four hectic months of life as an _outpost of 
Ibllywood is the sleepy or somnolent way of life before and a.:f'ter 
that perl od. The Glue of Contrast is present. 
5. Ca.caphocy: 
'!he idea of a confusion of colors and noises is swmned up 
in caca.phony. The Clue of Summary and lllllstration is present. 
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6. Demesne: 
A demesne is defined as 700,000 acres that -~ spreaa over the veater 
art of the mountains. illing briefly into Mdne. A large area c 
is indic ated. This is another examp e of ne a£ Def'in:!tion 
and Ex:plana.ti.on. 
7. Rambunctiousness: 
You ha:ve an illustration of the actions typical of a ra.mbun.etious 
dancer e . '!his is another example of the Clue of . Summary and . 
Tilustration., 
8., Zithers~ 
You shculdnit have guessed on this one, because the context is of 
no help. In this case, a trip to the dictiona.rj' is called fer • 
Clue of' Definition and ElqJ lanati on 
A.. Mlltiple Choice B. M9.tehing 
1., b.9 C.:~ ~ . 1.~ d· 
2., b., e 2. g 
3~ a.9 e 3. a 
4 .. a.$· d~ e 4. c 
5 .. ~ 5. j 
Clue of Syno~'11! 
1.. a.j c , e 6. b, d. 
2. b,:~ d.:~ .e 7. b, d 
3. b, •"' e 8. c , e ....,, 
4o b, Cl 9. a, bJl d 
5. b, d, e 10. b, . c, d 
Clue of Contrast 
1., . Cadenzas: technically brilliant solo passages. 
2., Deblmb t o disbelieve some fact or op:inion that has been 
connno:oJ.y accepted a.s truth. 
3., Couchant: ~g down.. · 
4. Caravansaries: a large hotel or inn. 
5. Q?ry:bantic g frantic; wildly and uncontrollably IJ¥)Ved. 
6., Bellicose: warlike. , 
7., Tykes: a lively or mischievous c_hild. 
B. Nubbin: a:r:.sy small projecting bit . 
9. Clich€s g an expression or reproduction that has been used 
um.:tl it is so common a·s to have lost novelty 
and ir.cterest~ 
100 stentorian: extremely loud. 
19 
Clue of Su:mmary and Ill ustration 
1. Detailed information concerning a person -- the word in the 
original select ion was dossier. 
2. 'lb pour from one vessel to another ~- the word in the original. 
selection was decant:.ed. 
3. Hating or disliking mankind -:.. the word in the original 
selection vTaS misantbropip • 
4. Pertaining to the sense of taste -- the W'Ord in the original 
selection was gztstatory. 
5. Collection of tales based on marvelous peculiarities ascribed 
to various natw.aJ.. objects, especial:cy animals real. or 
imaginary -- the word in the original selection was bestiary. 
6. Showiness, colorfulness, resplendency -- the word in the 
original selection vTas f'lainboyancy. 
7. A deserved rebuke or punis.bment -- the -word in the original 
selectionwas comeuppance. 
8. In a wild rage; mad or insane -- the word in the ori ginal. 
selection was beserk. 
9.. .Arty place where political campaign speeches ar.e made -- the 
word · in the original selection was ~ustings. 
10 .. Covering -- the wrd in the driginal selection was vesture. 
Clue of Experience 
2. 
Plaque: any flat , t hin piece of metal, clay, ivor.r, or the like, 
used, as on a wall, for ornam~ inserted in furniture, etc. 
Pylons: a tow:er, connnonly of steelwork, for supporting either end 
~r.i:re, as for a telegraph line, over a long span. 
3. Nabobs: a:rry man of great wealth. 
4. Nuance: shade of difference. 
5. Ibrte-cochtre ~ a carriage porch under which a carriage may be 
ariven to protect its occupants when alighting. 
6. Palaver: talk, conversation. 
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7. Slard: a piece or fragment of a brittle substance; as of an 
earthen vessel. 
8. Shibboleth: a word or saying distinguishing the adherents of 
a party -or sect; as, a party cry or pet phrase. 
9. Effete: spent, exhausted of its active or effective quality. 
10. Purview: the .f:L"ted limits of one 1 s authority, jurisdiction, 
scope. 
Mixed GrouE 
1. c 6. i 
2. · r 7. 1 
3. k 8. d 
4. g 9. b 
5. a 10. n 
Progress Test 
1. Ricocheting: skipping back with a rebound. 
2. Proboscis: in insects a tubular sucking organ also adapted for 
piercing. 
3. Congeries: a collection of parts, particles or bocl:ies into one 
mass; a heap. 
4. Burgeon: to sprout or to growth forth. 
5. stereotyped: repeated without variation; lacking originality 
or individuality. 
6. ',i!!:'oglody:te: cave cbleller. 
7. Neolithic: belonging to a stage of culture characterized by the 
use of polished stone implements. 
8. Howitzers: a cannon shorter, lighter, and more nearly a right 
cylinder in shape than a gun of the same caliber. 
9. Spate: an excessive munber or quantity. 
10. Travesty: an imitation bringjng into ridicule an action of real 
or apparent dignity. 
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Clue of Definition and Explanation 
2, 7 
Clue d: Synonym 
6, 8 
Clue of Contrast 
5, 10 
Clue of Summary and Illustration 
3, 4 
Clue of Ex:perienc e 
1, 9 
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.SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
This workbook is presented by the writer as a suggested way of helping 
pupils in secondary school to use context clues as a means of improving 
reading comprehension. Using this material in an experimental situation with . 
a ~ge nUJTJber of pupils at various levels would test its effectiveness. It 
appears that such an experiment would make a worthwhile study. 
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